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ABSTRACT

The participation constraint in a principal-agent problem requires that an agent receive at

least the reservation utility. A binding participation constraint means that the agent receives

exactly the reservation utility whereas a non-binding participation constraint means that the

agent receives more than the reservation utility. This dissertation examines the conditions

which result in a binding or non-binding participation constraint. Analysis shows that if the

agent exhibits non-increasing risk aversion towards action, then the participation constraint

will always be binding. Computer simulation shows further that even if this condition does

not hold, a binding participation constraint prevails, occurring more than 96% of the time

for a wide variation of parameters. These results have two significant implications. First,

the shirking model of efficiency wage theory depends critically on a non-binding

participation constraint. That is, an efficient wage higher than the market wage implies that

the participation constraint is non-binding. The result that a binding participation constraint

generally prevails thus casts doubt on the microeconomic validity of the shirking model of

efficiency wage theory. Second, when providing incentive pay for executives, a non

binding participation constraint can be interpreted as executive overcompensation. The

results suggest that compensation schemes exist which can elicit optimal behavior from

executives without awarding excess pay. That is, there are compensation schemes which

can eliminate excess executive compensation without loss of performance.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The exalted success of neoclassical economic analysis over the past century has been the

modeling and understanding of markets and the price mechanism. Although the major

result of this analysis, that the price mechanism efficiently allocates resources, is not to be

belittled, it is only part of the story.' Markets organize only a portion of all economic

activity. Much economic activity occurs external to markets, within firms and organizations

that do not use the price mechanism. The past few decades have seen a systematic and

sustained inquiry into the nature of such non-market economic organization. As a result,

"The foundations are being put in place for a revolution in the science of organizations.t'f

As pointed out by Demsetz (1988), the neoclassical paradigm of perfect competition is

not a description of competition but is in fact a description of perfect decentralization. Firms

maximize profits, consumers maximize utility, and the price mechanism allows each to do

so independently, even being oblivious to the existence of others. The prices set by the

Walrasian auctioneer drive the behavior of firms and consumers while avoiding any direct

interaction. In this model there is no need for authority or command structures to coordinate

resource allocation. The price mechanism is the efficient allocator of all resources.

This perfect decentralization model conveniently relegates firms into a black box which

is externally described by a set of production possibilities with a profit-maximizing

manager. Since the fIrm is an elementary component of the model, the model ignores the

internal organizational workings of the firm. Depending on what is to be accomplished, this

is not wrong. Jensen (1983) notes that abstracting from the internal details of organizations

1Strictlyspeaking. the price mechanism efficiently allocatesresources if markets are complete. See Arrow

(1969).

2Jensen (1983) p. 319.
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is useful since it has produced a powerful theory of markets. The model easily analyzes the

impact of exogenous changes in parameters, such as tax rates and price supports, and so is

invaluable from a normative or prescriptive policy perspective. But precisely because the

finn has been abstracted, the model provides no insights into the internal workings of

organizations and thus does not provide a theory of the firm.

The theory of the internal organization of the firm proposes to look inside the black box

containing the finn's organizational intricacies. Within the box that is the firm, a system of

authority and command replaces the decentralized price mechanism, or as Coase (1937)

notes, "The distinguishing mark of the firm is the supersession of the price mechanismv

Coase goes on to pose and answer the question that if the price system is so efficient, why

would economic activity be organized differently within firms? The explanation is that,

"There is a cost of using the price mechanlsm.t" On the other hand, there is a cost to not

using the price mechanism-the cost of authority structures. It is in the tradeoff of these

different costs that the form of economic organization arises. If the price mechanism is less

costly, then markets will organize economic activity. If authority structures within firms are

less costly, then firms will organize economic activity. Williamson (1975, 1979, 1985)

pioneered the analysis of these tradeoffs under the heading "transaction cost economics."

Building on Coase's work, Alchian and Demsetz (1972) emphasize the contractual

nature of the firm rather than the authority structure. Instead of viewing the employer as

having authority over the employee, the employer and employee are viewed as both

governed by their mutual contractual agreement. Jensen and Meckling (1976) expand on

this idea by suggesting that the firm is a "nexus of contracts" consisting of a multitude of

contracts among employees, suppliers, managers, creditors, and owners. This leads

logically to the suggestion by Jensen (1983) that the theory of firm is essentially a special

3Coase (1937)p. 389.

4Coase (1937)p. 390.
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case of a general theoryof contracting. Viewing the finn as a set of contracts instead of an

authority structuredoes not in any way nullifyCoase's centralargument. The choiceof

organizational form stillresultsfrom the tradeoffof organizational costswithin the finn

againstorganizational costs across markets.

The theoryof the firm thus leads to the theoryof contracts, a field not new to

economics. The study of share tenancy contractsby Cheung (1969), Stiglitz(1974),

Newbery and Stiglitz (1979), Eswaran and Kotwal (1985), Roumassetand Uy (1987), and

Otsuka and Hayami (1988) has beena paradigmfor studyinghow contracts relate to

organizational form, Although a general theoryof contractinghas yet to emerge,Hart and

Holmstrom(1987) point out that the basisof the theory of contracts is agency theory. It is

through agency that contractsare structured and enforced. Also, Fama and Jensen (1983)

argue that organizational form dependscruciallyon solvingagencyproblems. Thus agency

theorysits squarelyat the foundation of organizational theoryand the theoryof the finn.

Jensen (1983) refers to two typesof agency theory. One is positive agency theory,

whichby defining agency costs to be that whichis minimized, derivesthe implications of

this tautology. The other is principal-agent theory, whichstartingwith behavioral

assumptions, proceedsto derive optimal mechanisms whichresult in minimum agency

costs.Positiveagency theory startswith the solution to the agency cost minimization

problemwhileprincipal-agent theoryexplainshow that solution is achieved.

The originationof principal-agent theory, Ross (1973), has spawneda vast theoretical

literature. Central to principal-agent theory is to describe the typesof incentive schemes that

are optimal, that result in minimum agencycosts.The majorresultof this theorizing is to

describe the tradeoffs thatexist between risk and incentives. As an extremeillustration of

this tradeoff, consider an employee who is infinitely risk averse. Such an employee will

always prefer a fixed wageover any other typeof paymentand so the employer cannot

successfully offer any sortof incentive package.
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Ifcontracts minimize agency costs, and principal-agent theory shows how to minimize

agency costs, then principal-agent theory shouldbe able to predict the contractsobserved in

the real world. Eswaran and Kotwal (1985) and Roumasset and Uy (1987) succeed in

using principal-agent theory to explain the choice among rent, wage, and sharecropping as

alternativeagriculturalcontracts.However, thereis no a priori reason whythe choiceof

contract should be limited to such simple forms. With no prior restriction on the form of

contract, the predictive power of principal-agenttheory is weak (Hart and Holmstrom,

1987).The incentive schemesprofferedas "efficient" tend to bear little resemblance to real

world observed contracts.This means that either real-worldcontractual arrangements do

not minimize agency costs, or, by acceptingthe tautologythat agency costs are what

contractsminimize, that there are seriousdeficiencies in principal-agenttheory. But since

"You can only beat a theorywith another theory,,,5 principal-agent theory will remain until

a better tool for analysis is devised.

Since principal-agenttheory is the study of voluntarycontracts,one aspect of the

principal-agentproblem is the questionof voluntaryparticipation. The agent must be

guaranteedsome minimumlevel of utilityto participate in the contract. This is the

participationconstraint. Although the importance of this requiredminimum utility is

acknowledged, an interestingrelated question has not been adequately addressed. This is

the question of when the agent will be paid more than the minimumlevelof utility.

The participation constraintrelates directly to efficiencywage theory.Efficiencywage

theory seeks to find microeconomic reasons why it is that firms apparently pay employees

more than market wages and thus why there is involuntary unemployment. The shirking

model of efficiency wage theory (Shapiroand Stiglitz, 1984)says that it is efficient to pay

workers more than the market wage because it providesan incentive not to shirk. A worker

who shirks pays the penalty of becoming unemployed. Under such an efficiency wage

5]ensen (1983) p, 323
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regime, theparticipation constraint is non-binding since the workerreceives pay in excess

of the opportunity wage. Therefore, the shirking model of the efficiency wage theory

hinges on the assumption that the solution to the agency problembetween the employer and

workerresults in a non-binding participation constraint.

The participation constraint alsorelates to theareaof executive compensation, where it

is oftenasserted thatcorporate executives arepaid"too much."A highly paid executive

may simply be extracting rents from the corporation. Alternatively, highpay may be the

optimalsolution to providing incentives foroutstanding performance. The situation is

analogous to efficiency wagetheory: it maybe optimalfor the corporation to overpay an

executive if theresulting incentives increase the profitof thecorporation. Again, this

efficiency argument for highpay depends critically on a non-binding participation

constraint in the the solution to the agency problem. If the participation constraint is non

binding, thenexcessexecutive compensation can be explained as providing efficient

incentives for theexecutive to deliversuperior performance.

Plan of Study

This dissertation examines in detail the question of the participation constraint, that is,

whether or not theagentwill receive morethan a minimum levelof utility. Chapter 2

provides an overview of agency theory and its application to issues pertaining to

unemployment andexecutive compensation. From Chapter2, the research questions to be

answered are

1. Doestheproblem of agency helpexplain theexistence of unemployment?

2. Does theproblem of agency helpexplain the apparently highsalaries paid to

business executives?

Chapter3 provides a formal analysis of the conditions required for the participation

constraint to be binding or non-binding. Chapter3 also shows that for an important classof
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problems, wherethe agentexhibitsnon-increasing risk aversion towards action, the

participation constraint willalways be binding. This is an important resultsince non

increasingrisk aversion is a plausible assumption.

Chapter4 usescomputersimulation to showthateven whentheagentdoesnot exhibit

non-increasing risk aversion towards action, that in general the participation constraint will

still be binding. In particular, the participation constraint was binding more than 96% of the

timefor any combination of parameters tested. In this way,a non-binding participation

constraint is akin to theGiffmgood-theoretically possible but notpractically probable.

Since the participation constraint is usually binding, and always binding undernon

increasing risk aversion, thenprincipal-agent theory castsdoubton the validity of the

shirking model of efficientwages. In addition it shows that theregenerally will be

compensation schemes thatelicitoptimal effort fromexecutives without resulting in excess

payment. This suggests that the answers to theabovequestions are "no."

Just because an optimal incentive scheme existsdoesnotmeanthat theprincipal can

discoverit. The conclusion of Chapter 5 argues that since thecostsof information

acquisition anddecision making are leftout of themodel, it is possible that a non-binding

participation constraint may be morepervasive thansuggested by the analysis in Chapter 3

and the simulation in Chapter 4. If these additional costsare included in a more general

principal-agent model, thenperhaps the model would be moreconsistent with theapparent

pervasiveness of non-binding participation constraints.
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CHAPTER 2.

AGENCY

An agent is "one who acts for or in the place of another by authorityfrom him.,,6 Agency is

one of the oldest of social interactionsand agency problems transcend the ages. In The

Two Gentlemen a/Verona, Julia laments on the conflict of agency, "But [I] cannot be true

servant to my master, unless I prove false traitor to myself.,,7 Long before Shakespeare,

Homer observed that, "Where masters rule not, but let men alone, you never there see

honest service done."g The vineyardowner in the biblicalparable had a very serious agency

problem, "And the tenants took his servants and beat one, killed another, and stoned

another.t'''

Even though agency problems have been recognizedfor thousands of years, economic

analysis has, until relatively recently, ignored it. Ross (1973) presents the first formal

treatmentof agency as a general theoretical problemof economics.10That seminalpaper has

spawned a vast literaturewhich addressesagency problems from an economic perspective.

Agency arises in response to unexploited gains of specialization (Alchian and Demsetz,

1972; and Hart and Holmstrom, 1987). To benefit from specialization, one party, the

principal, delegates authority to anotherparty, the agent, who is employed to act on behalf

6Merriam-Webster(1983),p. 64.

7Shakespeare (1594)Act4, Scene4, 109-110.

8Homer. TheOdysseys of Homer. Book 17,320-321. Thereare manydifferent translations of this

passage.Morepoetically, "Servants, when their lords no longersway, theirmindsno more to righteous

courses bend."

9Matthew 21.35.

IOThe studyof moralhazard, whichpredates Ross(1973), dealsimplicitly with theagencyproblem;

however, Ross is the first to study agency explicitly as a generalproblem outside the moralhazard

framework of insurance.
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of and for the benefit of the principal. The principal and the agent both gain from the

ensuing division of labor, for the agent can concentrate on the assigned task while the

principal is freed to attend to other matters. Although specialization is the raisond' etreof

agency, agency is not the sole method of attaining specialization. Clearly, markets are an

alternative and venerated form of economic organization which results in specialization. II

Since there is very little economic activity that can be carried out in isolation, agency

pervades the modern economy. The patient is the principal, the doctor the agent. The client

is the principal, the consultant the agent. Subordinates are the agents of the manager who is

in turn the agent of the owner. Agency exists in all organizations and at every level of a

firm's management. One can even imagine democratic governments as the agent with the

voters the principal. Among this diversity, the representative example of agency is the

relationship between an employer and an employee: the employer delegates authority to the

employee whose work benefits the employer.

The principal both depends on and is bound by the actions of the agent; however, the

principal does not expect the agent to act selflessly in return. Rather, the principal

anticipates that the self-interested agent will sometimes take actions that are detrimental to

the principal. This conflict between the desires of the principal and the self-interest of the

agent is the "agency problem," and agency theory deals with understanding and solving

this problem. The obvious solution to the agency problem is to align the interests of the

agent with those of the principal. If the interests of the agent are identical with the interests

of the principal, then the agent will have no desire to take actions which could harm the

principal. Choosing the right combination of principal and agent can achieve such an

II By viewingagency as the underlying basisfor all types of contracting, marketsbecome simplyan

extreme form of agency,one in whichthe contractbetween the principal (the buyer) and the agent (the

seller) is highlystandardized and exhibitsvery low agencycosts.Then,agency theory encompasses all

economic interactions,
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alignment. Thus, a family business may have fewer agency problems than a large

corporation because of a confluence of interests among family members. Similarly,

politicians appoint like-minded individuals as campaign managers. Finding the right

principal and agent reduces the agency problem but does not eliminate it; there will always

be some divergence of interests between the principal and agent.

To help align the divergent interests of the principal and agent, the agent is provided

with incentives that encourage behavior that is in the interests of the principal. These

incentives reward desirable behavior and penalize undesirable behavior. Providing

incentives to elicit certain behavior is an old idea, coming from the psychological stimulus-

and-response principle articulated by Pavlov. To reward desirable behavior and penalize

undesirable behavior, the principal must be able to observe, or monitor, the behavior of the

agent. Clearly, monitoring the agent is not free: there is a cost in time or other resources.

This monitoring cost is one aspect of the costs of agency. The agent may also make

expenditures to help align the divergent interests of the principal and agent. These

expenditures are to guarantee that the agent will act as promised and so are known as

bonding costs. Finally, even though incentives may more closely align the divergent

interests of the principal and agent, perfectly alignment is unlikely. Thus the difference

between the agent's actual performance and the performance under perfect alignment of

interests is another cost of agency. This cost, the difference between optimal behavior and

what can practically be achieved, is the residual loss. Thus the agency costs are the sum of

the monitoring costs by the principal, the bonding costs by the agent and the residual loss

of the agency. 12

It is usually assumed that the incentives are a direct transfer from the principal to the

agent, such as money. Thus, incentives do not represent an agency cost since what is lost

by the principal is gained by the agent. In cases where money is not the incentive,

12The definition of agency costs in this manner is introduced by Jensen and Meckling (1976).
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Monitoring Cost

Agency Costs

c'" 1-----:>.0-----==---,----

m'" Monitoring

FIGURE 1.Minimizing Agency Costs

deadweightlosses may arise.The use of force as a disincentive, such as the example by

Chwe (1990)of the child beggar who is beaten by his mother for low receipts, results in

losses by the agent whichare not gained by the principal (unless the principal is a sadist).

In these cases, the incentives must rightfully be considered a part of agencycosts.

There will be some lowest-cost way of implementing a given agency. That is, there

will be some amountof monitoring that will result in the agencycosts beingminimized. At

this minimumpoint, additional monitoring costs more than the benefitaccrued in a lower

residual loss. This hypothetical minimization problemis illustrated in Figure 1 where m* is

the optimalmonitoring which resultsin agencycosts c*,BSince the minimum agency costs

in general will be non-zero, the solutionto the agencyproblemis second-best. A first-best

solution would be wherethe agent is costlesslyinduced to act to the benefitof the principal.

13The idea of presenting agencycost minimization as in Figure 1 comesfrom Roumasset and Uy (1980).
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The world of second-best restricts goals to the best thatcan bedone under the

circumstances; the agency problem is so restricted.

When speaking of the solution to theagency problem, it must be remembered thatone

alwaysavailable solution is to eliminate the agency completely. That is, if the minimum

agencycost exceedthe gainsof specialization which accruefrom the agency, then the

agencyshouldnot exist This tradeoffbetween thecosts of agency and the benefits of

agencyis the keydeterminant of the formof economic organization that will arise. If

agencycosts are high compared to thespecialization benefits of the agency, thenagency

will not be the observedformof economic organization.

A key issue that arisesfrom theagency problemis the typeof incentives that will be

used. Althoughthere is a school of thought, exemplified by Herzberg (1969) and Deci

(1972),which suggests that peopleare not motivated by money, current thinking,

expressedby Mclaughlin (1991), is thatpecuniary incentives are an important, though not

all-encompassing, way of providing motivation.l" To the argument that money does not

motivate, Baker, Jensen, and Murphy(1988) respond,

"We believe thatcareful examination of thecriticisms of monetary pay-for-performance

systems indicates not that theyare ineffective but rather thattheyare tooeffective: strong

pay-for-performance motivates people todo exactly what they aretold todo. Large

monetary incentives generate unintended andsometimes counterproductive results because

it is difficultto adequately specify exactly whatpeople should do and howtheir

performance should be measured.,,15

14To be fair, Deci doesnot advocate thatmoney doesnot motivate butratherthat the useof monetary

incentives decreases theeffectiveness of intrinsic motivation. Asa resultof lowered intrinsic motivation,

the useof monetary incentives doesnotnecessarily increase overall motivation.

15Baker, Jensen,and Murphy (1988) p. 597.
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The idea that pecuniary incentives are powerful motivators, but sometimes in

unintended directions is exemplified by the story related by Crystal (1970). A bank offered

an incentive to tellers for every new account opened for $25 or more. When a customer

appeared who wanted to open a new account for $500, the teller suggested that the

customer open 20 new accounts for $25 each instead.l"

Although money is a powerful motivator, this is not to say that other factors, such as

satisfaction, prestige, and a job well done, are not important. Since money represents a

generalized claim on resources it will be preferred over an equal payment in kind. Thus

other types of incentives, when used, can be thought of in terms of their monetary cost.

Given that pecuniary incentives are to be used, the question is how the pecuniary

incentives should be structured, that is, how workers should be paid. In practice, a large

number of pecuniary incentive schemes are observed in the world. These include, but are

not limited to, piece-rate payments, commissions, stock options for executives, bonuses,

and profit-sharing plans. Even a fixed-wage payment is an incentive scheme, if the

possibility that the employee may be fired is included. Given the multitude of possible

incentive schemes, an important aspect of the study of agency is determining which

incentive scheme is best, to determine the optimal structure of incentives to solve a given

agency problem.

Consider the simplest of all incentive schemes, the fixed wage. Under this incentive

scheme, a worker whose performance is acceptable is paid the wage; non-acceptable

performance results in the worker being fired. How is that wage determined? In the perfect

decentralization model, labor is simply a factor of production that is bought and sold in the

labor market. Thus, a fum will buy labor at the market clearing price-the market wage.

But with the agency problem introduced into the model, things are no longer so simple.

Employing labor is not a simple matter of purchasing labor services in the market. Rather,

16Crystal (1970) pp. 27-28.
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employing labor entails solving the agency problem between the firm and its employees. It

may be that to solve best the agency problem among all of a firm's workers, a firm will

deliberately pay workers more than the going wage in the labor market. Why this could be

the case is the subject of the economic literature on efficiency wages.

Efficiency Wage Models of Unemployment

The explanation for persistent involuntary unemployment in modern market economies is

subject to continuing debate. Although there are those who advocate that no unemployment

is involuntary, there is evidence that wages are "sticky"- wages do not fall to the level

required to clear the labor market. It appears that employers pay employees more than is

required; but why would a rational employer pay an employee more than the going wage?

The search for a microeconomic explanation of of sticky wages has led to several

plausible "efficiency wage" models of unemployment. Efficiency wage theory states that it

is perfectly rational for firms not to cut wages in the face of involuntary unemployment,

that if firms were to lower wages, profits would decline rather than increase. I7 That this

should be true is dependent on the idea that productivity is related to wages, that is, a

worker will produce more for a higher wage. If productivity is higher at high wage levels,

then a firm which cuts wages will find that productivity, and thus profit, decreases. A

profit maximizing firm then sets the wage based on marginal productivity across the labor

force, not on the going wage in the labor market. If this "efficient" wage set by the

employer is higher than the market wage, then the labor market does not clear and

involuntary unemployment results.

Solow (1979) was the first to suggest an efficiency wage model as an explanation for

involuntary unemployment. Solow shows that if the wage enters the production function in

17Surveys of the literature includeCarmichael (1990), Akerlofand Yellen(1986), and Yellen (1984).A

concise statement of the issuesof efficiency wagescan be found in Blanchard and Fischer (1989).
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a labor augmenting manner, then the optimal wage is one which minimizes labor cost per

efficiency unit and the fum will vary employment, but not the wage, to meet changing

output needs. In mathematics, suppose the output function of the firm is q = qineiw)

where w is the wage, e is labor efficiency which is dependent on the wage, n is the

employment by the fum, and q is output. The output depends on effective employment,

that is, the number of employed workers, n, times labor efficiency, e(w). Since labor

efficiency is a function of the wage, the wage is labor augmenting.18 It is assumed that

output increases with effective employment and that labor efficiency increases with the

wage. That is, q' > 0 and e' > O. Then the optimal wage and employment for the firm are

the wand n which maximizes q(ne(w» - nw subject to w ~ WO where WO is the market

wage. Assuming a non-binding constraint, the first order condition of this problem is the

"Solow condition": we'(w)/e(w) =1.19 In words, the optimal wage occurs where the

effon function exhibits unit elasticity. The key result is that this optimal wage is dependent

only on the efficiency function- neither the production function, q, nor the number of

workers, n, appears in the first order condition. Since the optimal wage is independent of

the number of workers, it is independent of the supply in the labor market. Once the

optimal wage is set, the firm will hire labor until this wage is equated with marginal product

of effective labor. That is, given the optimal wage w", the optimal employment by the firm

is the n* which solves e(w*)q'(n*e(w*») =w", Clearly, if w* is greater than the market

wage, the labor market will not constrain the firm and the firm can hire as much labor as

required. Then, as long as the aggregate labor demand of all such efficient firms falls short

18The assumption that the wage is laboraugmenting is the mathematical trick that gives the result. If the

wage enters the production function generally, as in q =q(n,w), then Solow's result is not obtained.

19Differentiating q(ne(w» - nw with respect to wand sellingequal to zero yields

q'(ne(w»ne'(w) - n = O. Differentiating with respect to n yields q'(ne(w»e(w) - w = O. Combining

these two expressions by eliminating q'(ne(w» yieldswe'(w)/e(w) = 1.
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of the aggregate supply of labor, there will be involuntary unemployment and apparent

sticky wages. Firms will not hire the unemployed at a wage below w" simply because to do

so would lower the productivity of all employees and result in decrease profits.

Why should labor productivity depend on wages? There are four possible explanations

given within the efficiency wage literature. (1) The "shirking model", due to Calvo (1979),

suggests that higher wages provide an incentive for workers not to shirk and thus raise

productivity.r'' (2) The "labor-turnover model", due to Salop (1979), suggests that higher

wages discourage workers from quitting and thus reduce labor turnover costs. (3) The

"adverse selection model", due to Weiss (1980), suggests that higher wages attracts higher

quality workers. (4) The "fair wage-effort hypothesis", due to Akerlof and Yellen (1988,

1990), suggests that workers will shirk if they perceive the wage to be unfair. In addition

to these explanations, which apply to industrialized economies, Stiglitz (1988) argues that

workers in developing countries may be paid more than some minimum because it provides

better nutrition and thus higher productivity.

The shirking model of efficiency wage theory is based on the problem of agency. By

using higher wages to provide incentives, the employer is implicitly providing a solution to

the agency problem with the worker. It is this explanation of efficiency wage theory that

can be explored using agency theory.

Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) suggest a simplistically compelling argument for the

shirking model of efficiency wage theory. They argue that the worst that can happen to a

worker who shirks is to be fired. If there is no unemployment, then the worker can be

immediately rehired and thus pays no penalty for the misdeed. To provide an incentive for

20Mirrlees (1976) foreshadowed this...... They [management] are interested in the way thata structureof

wagesand salaries elicits much valuableactivity from theable and the energetic,whileallowingothers to

choosea more moderate work leveland position. It may suitto paymore than the marketrequires." (pp.

107·108,emphasis added.)
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not shirking, a finn will offer a wage above the market wage so that a worker who is fired

loses the extra payment. But if it is profitable for one firm to pay above the market wage, it

will be profitable for all firms to do so. As a result, all firms raise their wage, and the

incentive not to shirk again disappears. Eventually, as all firms continue to raise wages,

wages rise above the market clearing wage and unemployment results. Then, the penalty

for the worker who shirks is to become unemployed. In the words of Shapiro and Stiglitz,

unemployment becomes a "worker discipline device."

This unemployment results from maximizing behavior on the part of the firm and so is

efficient from the point of view of the individual firm. It is natural to inquire, however, as

to the social efficiency of the unemployment. Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) show that, except

in the case of increasing returns to scale in production, the resulting unemployment is

socially inefficient. The natural rate of unemployment is too high. This is because the

private cost of an additional worker (the wage paid by the firm) exceeds the social cost of

an additional worker (the worker's reservation wage). As a result, firms hire too few

workers. Thus "efficiency" wages, though efficient for the individual firm, are not efficient

for society.

Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) assume that the structure of employment compensation is a

fixed-wage, be paid or be fired contract. This assumption is unnecessarily restrictive.

Employment contracts can and do encompass incentive devices designed to discourage

moral hazard on the part of workers. The use of bonuses, piece-rate payments, and

commissions are examples of devices which could reduce or eliminate the need for

unemployment as an incentive device. Also, Lazear (1981) suggests that a seniority wage

system can have the same effect-with the expectation of future wage increases, a worker

is less likely to shirk. Stoft (1982) suggests that having workers post a bond or paying

employees based on an estimate of effort are other ways to solve the incentive problem. In

general then, perhaps it is possible for the firm to devise a clever compensation scheme
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which will provide incentivesfor the worker to act the way the firm desires. Then, with

incentivesnot to shirk maintained at a lower wage to the worker, the profits of the firm will

increase.

Devisingclever compensation schemes is squarelywithin the domain of principal-agent

theory. In a principal-agent problem with a single agent, the principal (firm) presents an

incentivescheme (the employment contract) to the agent (the worker) to induce certain

behavior.i' To add concreteness to this, assume that the principal wishes the agent to work

hard, but unfortunately, the principal is unable to observe how hard the agent is actually

working. The principal is able to observe the results of the agent's work, but because of

random variations, these resultsdo not reveal exactly the agent's effort. Since the principal

cannot observe the agent's actualeffort, the principal must induce the agent to work hard

by choice. The way this is done is to provide an incentivescheme basedon the observable

results which will provide maximum benefit to the agent only when the agent chooses to

work hard. Such an incentive scheme is incentive compatible; it induces the agent to choose

freely the effort level desired by the principal. Now, the principaldoes not want to pay the

agent more than is required to induce the agent to work hard. Therefore, the principal will

choose an incentivescheme which is incentive compatible, but whichpays the agent as little

as possible. The agent will accept no less than what could be obtained by working for some

other principal. Then in termsof the agent's utility, the incentivescheme must provide at

least the agent's reservation utility, the levelof utility the agentcould receive from some

other principal. Otherwise, the agent will refuse to participate. The restriction that an

21The case of one agent is the simplest [0 consider. For an analysis of the multiple agent problem, see

Holmstrom (1982).
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incentive scheme must provide the agent withat least the reservation utility is the

participation constraint.22

Now suppose that the least-costincentive schemewhich is incentivecompatiblewith

hard work gives the agent excess utility. That is, to induce the agent to work hard, the

principalmust pay the agent more than the minimum that would attract the agent to work

for the principal. In terms of a general principal-agent problem, this means that the

participation constraint is not binding. Under the simplifying assumption that all agents are

identical, the reservation utilitycan then be equated with the market wage and the gist of

this is that the finn (principal) will pay the worker (agent) more than the market wage.

Furthermore, the finn's behavior is profit-maximizing and thus efficientfrom the aspect of

the finn. The story then is the same as Solow or Shapiroand Stiglitz: if firms generally

must pay workers more than the market clearing wage, there will be unemployment. A finn

will not hire an unemployed workerat a lower wage for the simple reason that no

compensation scheme can elicit hard work at such a lower wage. The worker can promise

to work hard at a lower wage, but with no methodof enforcement, the firm cannot accept

the promise.

This idea is not new. Eaton and White (1983)argue exactly this point. In their

principal-agent model, high wages result from the principal being unable to construct a

compensation scheme which pays the agent the market wage. Their model hingeson the

assumption that there is a minimum levelof utility that the principalcan pay the agent, that

there is a lower limit to the compensation scheme. If the agent receives some minimum

utilityeven at zero compensation, then it may be impossible for the principal to penalize the

agent enough for undesirable outcomes. Since negativecompensations require the

22nis constraint is sometimes known as the "individual rationality constraint." See, for example,

Laffont and Tirole (1986) and Lewis and Sappington (1991). Arrow (1985) suggests the more descriptive

and appropriate term, "participation constraint."
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confiscation of a bond posted by the agent, this will occur if the agent cannot post a bond

or pay an entry fee. The justification for this assumption is that an agent can post a bond of

only an amount equal to the agent's assets and further, a bond introduces the problem of

moral hazard on the part of the firm.23 The argument for high wages vaporizes once this

restriction of a minimum payment is relaxed. The argument also fails if the agent's utility

becomes arbitrarily small as the compensation approaches zero.24 In another simple

principal-agent model, Foster and Wan (1984) show how it might be that a firm will pay

workers a higher utility than is required, even with performance contracts. Their model

limits the incentive scheme to a simple two step increase based on the observed results and

so does not address the question for general compensation schemes.

It is clear that the shirking model of efficiency wage theory depends crucially on a non

binding participation constraint. If the optimal solution to the agency problem results in a

binding participation constraint, then the worker will receive exactly the reservation wage

and thus wages higher than the market will not be efficient. Both the model of Eaton and

White (1983) and the model of Foster and Wan (1984) make assumptions that restrict the

incentive scheme to a very simple form to get the result of a non-binding participation

constraint. An interesting question is that, in a more general principal-agent problem where

the incentive scheme can take on any form, are there conditions under which the payment to

the agent is more than the agent's reservation utility. Or, in the terminology of the principal-

agent literature, what are the general conditions under which the participation constraint is

non-binding?

23A firm can declare the worker to be shirking and appropriate the bond. Lazear (1981)suggests that

concern for a firm's reputationcan ameliorate this moral hazard problem.

24This seems eminently reasonable. Receiving zero pay wouldseem to be a powerful disincentive.
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Executive Compensation

Theproblemof compensating executives is the quintessential agencyproblem. There are

manyperformance criteriaof a finn that can be readily measured suchas marketshare,

profits, revenue, return on equity, etc.25 Thus implementing an incentive schemeis

straightforward and in recentyears,manynew types of incentive schemeshave been

devised.

An important issueof executive compensation is the accusation that executives are

"overpaid."Consider the following headlines from the popularpress:"CEO Pay:

'Baffling', 'Disgraceful', 'Sickening', 'Embarrassing', 'Infuriating.' (Industry Week.

April 14, 1991); ''The FlapOver Executive Pay: Investors, Employees, andAcademics are

Asking, How Much is Enough?" (Business Week. May 6, 1991); "Highly Paid Chiefs

Earn Criticism, Too." (Wall Street Journal. June 4, 1991); "The Pay Police: Lawmakers

and the MediaHave DeclaredWar on CEO Compensation." (Newsweek. June 17, 1991);

"Up, Up and Away: Executive Pay is Still Skybome." (Across the Board. July/August

1991). This theme of executive overpay is not new. According to a historical review

performed by Milkovich and Rabin (1991), the accusation of U.S. executive overpay has

consistently recurred in the mediasince1939, when detailed disclosure of executive

compensation in publiclyheld U.S. firms became legallyrequired.

The implication in theaccusation of executive overpay is thatexecutives use their

position of powerin the firm, including their relationship to the boardofdirectors, to

plunder the assetsof the firmfor theirpersonalbenefit. Crystal (1991)provides a recent

exposition of this view. An alternative explanation is that executives are highly paid,but it

is efficient to do so because theprofits of the firmare improved as a resultof the increased

25perfonnance criteria andperformance measurement is anentireliterature in itself. See Venkatraman and

Ramanujam (1986) for an introduction.
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motivation. Murphy (1985)and Coughlin and Schmidt (1985) provide some empirical

support for the latter view, although the correlation between executivecompensation and

firm performanceis weak and not consistent across industriesor time.

From the previous section,it is clear that the possibilityof a non-bindingparticipation

constraint implies that theremay be conditions under whicha firm willdeliberately overpay

an executive. The overpayment could be the best solution to the principal-agent problem

since a lower payment may result in lower profits for the firm. Before proceeding, the

precise meaning of "overpay" needs to be pinned down. Just becausean executive is paid

more than could be obtainedat someother firm does not necessarily mean that the executive

is overpaid.Clearly, executivesmay have acquiredhumancapital through the course of

their employmentthat is specific to the fum and not transferable to other firms, The firm to

which the human capital is specificwill then pay a rent for the use of that human capitaI.26

Another flrm, having no use for that human capital, will not be willing to pay rent and thus

will offer a lower salary.Therefore, it is possible for an executive to be paid more than the

next bestalternative and still not be "overpaid."

Even with no viablenext best alternative, an executive may not be overpaid. Applying

the fair wage-effort hypothesis of Akerlof and Yellen (1990) to executivecompensation

suggests that comparisonsbetween the pay of executivesin similar firms and positionsof

responsibility may have an effecton executiveperformance. An executive who feels

unfairlypaid compared to a peer group may not put forth superioreffort. Such an executive

may have to be paid on par with similarexecutiveseven if the executivehas no viable

alternative employment.

By steppingback from the executive's salary to questionsof the executive's utility, the

meaningof "overpaid" C8n be precisely defined. The conceptof utilitycan encompass all

26It canbe imagined that therent on the specifichuman capitalwillbesplit between the firm and the

executive through somebargaining process.
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sorts of subjective measures such as fairness and equity and so can eliminatequestionsof

fair wages versus market wages. For example,a high fair wage simply impliesa utility

function where the executivemust be paid more to obtain the same utility level.That is, the

executive's utility function can be written as u = u(a,pJ) where a is action, p is payment

and!is some measureof fairness such as the averagepay of similarexecutives.VThis is

consistentwith standardutility theory. Then the measureof utilityrenders meaningto the

term"overpaid." An overpaidexecutiveis givenmoreutility than the executive would be

willing to accept for the job to be done. In other words, an overpaidexecutive would be

willing to accept less, in termsof utility,and still do the samejob with the same amountof

effort.

One reason why an executive might beoverpaidis that the executiveextracts rents from

the firm through manipulation of or collusionwith the board of directors. Crystal (1991)

pointsout that recommendations to thecompensation committee generally come from a

compensationconsultant who is hired by the CEO. Such an arrangement is fraught with

moral hazard thatcan benefitthe CEO.Also, the CEO is often influential in determining the

compositionof the boardof directorsand so the boardof directorsmay not be completely

independent. If the CEO succeeds in extracting rents it is at the expenseof the firm through

decreased profits, In this case overpaying the executiveclearly does not benefit the firm and

so can be termed inefficientoverpayment.

Alternatively, it may benefit the firm to overpayan executive. Additional pay may

provideincentivesthat increase profits.If the increased profits exceed the additional pay to

the executive, the firm benefits from the arrangement and will deliberately overpay the

executive. In this case it can be argued that the executive is not reallyoverpaid but that the

27It is assumed that the principal will prefer takingsomeactions to others.Thus utility is higherfor

those actions that the executiveprefers.Similarly, utilityrises with pay and with"fairness" since il is

assumedthat the executive prefershigherpay and more"fairness."
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pay is an "efficiency" wage. The firm is gaining,not losing, from awardingexcess pay.

The overpayment benefits the finn and thus can be termed efficient overpayment.

The questionof whetheror not executiveoverpayment is efficient is precisely the

question of a non-binding participation constraint. If theparticipation constraint is non

binding then an executiveis overpaidbut it will be efficient to do so. There is no

compensation schemethat allows the finn to pay less and still maintain incentives. On the

other hand, if the participation constraint is binding, executive overpay can be attributed to

rent-seekingand thus is inefficient. Althoughthe firm couldpay theexecutiveless, it does

not. This leads,once again, to the problemdetermining the conditions under which the

participation constraint is non-binding. Beforeattempting to answer thisand the related

question about efficiency wages, a departureinto the theory of principal and agent is

required.

Principal and Agent

In the formalprincipal-agent model, the agent takes an action, which whencombined with

a random stateof the nature, results in an outcomethat affects the principal. The principal

agent problem arises becauseof information asymmetry between theprincipal and the

agent. The principal is unable to directlyobservethe actions of the agent. At best, the

principalcan only observean imprecise signalof those actions, that is, the outcome. Since

the agent knows the action that has been takenbut the principal does not, the agenthas an

advantage over the principal. To theextent thatactionscan be concealed from the principal,

the agent will chooseactionsin thepursuit of self-interest ratherthan to the benefit of the

principal. Without theasymmetric information, the agentcannotconceal actionsfrom the

principaland thus the principal can induce the agentto act optimally. That is, if the principal

could observeprecisely the agent's actionor the stateof thenature, then the principal could

devise a first-best incentive scheme.
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In the taxonomy of information economics presented by Hart and Holmstrom (1987),

adverse selection is the problemof pre-contractual information asymmetry andmoral

hazardis the problemof post-contractual information asymmetry. Since the sourceof

information asymmetry in the principal-agent problemis the agent's action,which is taken

subsequent to agreeing on the contract, the principal-agent problemis a problem of moral

hazard.28 The analysisof the principal-agent problemwaspioneeredby Ross (1973) and

major contributions have been made by Stiglitz(1974), Mirrlees (1976), Harris and Raviv

(1979), Holmstrom (1979),ShavelI (1979) and Grossmanand Han (1983). Surveys of the

literature includeMacDonald (1984), Hart and Holmstrom (1987), Stiglitz (1987), and

Sappington (1991).

Even though the principal cannotdirectlyobservethe agent's action, the principal is

assumedto have full knowledge of the agent's utilityfunction, the choiceof actions

available to the agent, the possible statesof nature, and the probability distribution of those

states of nature. These informational assumptions are very strong,and in many cases are

not reasonable descriptions of reality.These issuesare dealt with in Chapter5.

The principal-agent problemis to designa contract whichaligns the self-interest of the

agent closely with the interestof the principal. The contractconsistsof a signal, which is an

imprecise measure of the actionsof the agent, and an incentive scheme based on thatsignal.

For example, a CEO mayreceivea bonusbasedon the profitsof the finn. In this case the

signal is the observed profit level and the incentive schemeis the rule which specifies the

amountof the bonusfor a given level of profit.

The signalmust be observable by both the principal and agent or there will be ex post

moral hazard. For example,if the principal cannotobservethe signal, then the agent can

28It is also possible, indeed probable, that there will be an asymmetryof pre-contractual information

between the principal and the agent whichgives rise to a problemof adverse selection. This problem is

dealt with in the literature on insurance, for example, Rothschildand Stiglitz (1976).
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take advantage of the principal by making false claims as to the outcome. The signal may be

verifiable, in which case it is observable to a third party, such as a court of law, or it may

be non-verifiable, in which case only the principal and the agent can observe the signal.

The signal must be verifiable for the contract to be externally enforceable. The implications

of a non-verifiable signal are considered by Macl.eod and Malcomson (1989), Lewis and

Sappington (1991) and Hermalin and Katz (1991).

The signal may be costly to acquire. Since there may be a choice of signals with

different costs, part of the solution to the principal-agent problem entails the optimal

selection of the signal on which the contract is based. Since the signal is produced by some

costly monitoring technology, this is the problem of choosing the optimal amount of

monitoring for the agency.

In analyzing the principal-agent problem, the problem of choosing the signal is often

ignored to focus attention on the problems of designing the incentive scheme. Therefore, it

is often assumed that the result or outcome of the agent's action, which is the benefit to the

principal, is a free signal, and that all other signals are too costly to observe. Harris and

Raviv (1979) show that under certain assumptions (including the restrictive assumption that

the agent is risk neutral), outcome is as good a signal is as any other. Since this is not

generally true, signal selection is a necessary part of the principal-agent problem. To

generalize the model to include signal selection, optimal incentive schemes can be designed

for each possible signal and then compared to determine the optimal signal to be used for

the contract.

With the simplifying assumption that outcome is the observed signal, the principal

agent problem becomes a problem of specifying an incentive scheme. The incentive scheme

is a function which maps values of the observed signal into payments to the agent. An

optimal incentive scheme is one that maximizes the expected benefit to the principal subject

to two constraints. The first constraint is that the agent freely chooses the action desired by
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theprincipal over all otheractions. This is the incentive compatibility constraint. The

second constraint is that theagentreceives at leastthe reservation utility. Thisis the

participation constraint As simple as thisproblem appears, determining an optimal

incentive scheme is in reality verycomplex.

Some models of theprincipal-agent problem, suchas Stiglitz(1974) and Eswaran and

Kotwal (1985), assumethat theoptimal incentive schemeis linear. Others, such as Laffont

andTirole (1986), makeassumptions thatguarantee that a linearscheme is optimal. In

general though, thereis no guarantee of linearity. An optimal incentive scheme can be very

complicated, specifying for eachpossible outcome exactly whatpayment theagentwill

receive.

In the model of the principal-agent problem, theprincipal decides on the incentive

scheme and the agentdecides whataction to take. The determination of theincentive

scheme is thusvery unilateral: theprincipal presents the agentwith a take it or leaveit offer.

Thisunilateral formulation mayapproximate reality in thecaseof lowor entrylevel

workers but falls short in describing the negotiation thatgoes on at theexecutive

compensation level. It is a correct formulation to theextentthat there is a market in

executive talentwhere an over-demanding executive can be easily replaced. It does,

however, leaveopen thequestion of renegotiation. This renegotiation problem is explored

by Fudenberg and Tirole (1990) and Hennalinand Katz (1991).

Theoutcome is determined by the agent's action anda random stateof nature. There are

two versions of the principal-agent model in regards to the timing of the agent's action. In

one version, thestateof nature is revealed to the agentbefore theagentselects the action.29

In this case, the agentis maximizing utility with respectto action. In mostmodels, the

agentselectstheaction before the stateof nature is realized and so is maximizing expected

29This timing is usedby Harris and Raviv (1979) in their Model 2.
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utilityunder uncerrainry.t? The sequence of eventsin theprincipal-agent model using the

latter timing is illustrated as followsr"

outcome
revealed,

stateof nature
realized

I

agentselects
action

I

principal selects payoffs
incentive scheme made

.J:.-__---&.....-__.....I.....-__...a...--__L

The principal cannotobserveor predictthestateof nature when selecting the incentive

scheme and so is maximizing expected utility underuncertainty. Sincethe outcome is based

bothon the agent's action and the stateof nature, the principal cannotin general determine

preciselyeither thestateof natureor the agent's action. Although theagentmay be able to

deduce the stateof naturefrom the observed outcome (since the action is known to the

agent), this information is uselesssince the agent's choiceof action has already been made.

Mostof the resultsof the principal-agent problem have to do the valueof information

and with the tradeoffbetweenrisk-sharing and incentives. For example, Holmstrom (1979)

shows that any signal, regardlessof how noisy, has valuein improving the incentive

scheme. Also, Shavell (1979) shows that theoptimal solution entailsrisk sharing between

the principal and agent.32 MacDonald (1984) and Hart and Holmstrom (1987) summarize

these and otherresultsof the principal-agent problem.

Principal-agent modelshave securedveryfew general resultsabout the formof an

optimal incentive scheme. The common observation thatincentive schemes are an

increasing function of outcome has not beenprovedwithout strong restrictive

3DA non-exhaustive list of models that use this timing includeRoss (1973), Stiglitz(1974), Mirrlees

(1976), Harrisand Raviv (1979)-Modell, Holmstrom (1979),Shavell(1979), Lewis (1980),Grossman

and Hart (1983), Fellingham, Kwonand Newman(1984), and Hartand Holmstrom (1987).

31 The ideaof presenting event sequences in this mannercomes from Matsumura (1988).

32.yhis is also shown by Stiglitz (1974)but under lessgeneralconditions.
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assumptionsY It is even moredifficult to offerplausible assumptions thatresult in a linear

incentive scheme,which is observedin the worldin the form of sharecropping,

commissions, and profit-sharing. Withoutrestrictive assumptions, Grossmanand Hart

(1983) showonly that the incentive schemecannotbe decreasing everywhere. As pointed

out byHart and Holmstrom (1987),the reason predictions about the formof the incentive

scheme are not securedis because the incentive schemeis based on the information content

of the outcome which is only loosely related to theoutcome itself. Sinceit is possible to

endow the outcome withratherarbitrary information aboutthe agent's action, the

connection between the incentive scheme and observed outcome is tenuous.

An incentive scheme which is incentive compatible mustbe thesolution to theagent's

maximization problem. Unfortunately, simply plugging theagent's maximization problem

intoa constraint for the principal results in a problem thatis mathematically intractable.

With the assumption that theagent's maximization problem is well-behaved, the solution to

the agent's problemcan be characterized bya simple first order condition whichcan then be

handledeasily as a constraintto the principal. This is known as the"first-orderapproach."

The principal-agent literature has bestowed much attention on the technical problems

associated with this approach. Mirrlees (1976) was the first to pointout that this

assumption is generally invalidand Grossman andHart (1983) offer an alternative method

whichdoes not rely on the first-order approach. Sufficient conditionsfor the first-order

approach to be validare analyzed by Rogerson (1985)and Jewitt (1988).

But whataboutquestions of theparticipation constraint? Except forEaton and White

(1983), noneof the principal-agent models havedealt specifically with the question of the

participation constraint. Although ingeneral it is recognized that the participation constraint

may not be binding, the conditions under which this would occur havenot beenexplored.

33The Monotone Likelihood Ratio Condition, due to Milgrom (1981), and the SpanningCondition, due

to Grossman and Hart (1983) are restrictive assumptions thatguarantee an increasing incentive scheme.
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The modelof Grossman and Hart (1983) proves threecases where the participation

constraint will always be binding: (1) thecase where the agent's utilityfunction is

additively or multiplicatively separable in action and income, (2) thecase when thereare

only two observable outcomes, and (3) thecase when the optimal actionis the one that the

agentprefersthe most34 Other than that, therehavebeenno models which delve into an

analysis of the participation constraint

Summary

Theprincipal-agent problem underlies much of current economic research into

organizational theory and the theory of the firm. One aspectof theprincipal-agent problem,

the participation constraint, has beenlittle researched. A non-binding participation

constraint is the underlying justification for the shirking modelof efficiency wage theory.

Thatis, an efficient wagehigherthanthe market wage implies that the participation

constraint is non-binding. Also, the problem of providing incentives to executives without

overcompensation is dependent on a binding participation constraint. A non-binding

participation constraint can be interpreted as executive overcompensation. Determining the

conditions underwhich theparticipation constraint is binding or non-binding thus

illuminates the microeconomic foundations of efficiency wage theory and theproblem of

executive compensation andovercompensation.

The nextchapterundertakes a formal analysis of the participation constraint and derives

conditions necessary for theparticipation constraint to be non-binding as well as conditions

sufficient for the participation constraint to be binding.

3'The lastof theseis nota very interesting casesince it means that the agentwill bedoing the maximum

amountof shirking. Then, theagency isobviously redundant.
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CHAPTER 3.

ANALYSIS OF THE PARTICIPATION CONSTRAINT

A non-binding participation constraint is the underlying justification of the shirking model

of efficiency wage theory. Also, the problem of providing incentives to executives without

overcompensation is dependent on a binding participation constraint. This chapter analyzes

the conditions under which the participation constraint is binding or non-binding in the

context of a general principal-agent problem.

The principal-agent problem that is considered is a situation where the owner of a finn

(the principal) delegates the running of the finn to a manager (the agent).35The owner

cannot directly observe the actions of the manager but can observe the results of those

actions-the firm's profits.36 It is assumed that the profits are determined not only by the

actions of the manager but by random conditions outside the control of the manager (the

state of nature). Therefore, the owner cannot deduce exactly what action the manager has

taken by observing the profits. To encourage the manager to act in the interests of the

owner, an employment contract (the incentive scheme) stipulates the payment to the

manager based on the observed profi ts.

The owner's objective is to define an employment contract that maximizes the expected

profit of the firm less the payment to the manager. This is the optimal incentive scheme.

35The usual analogy in the case of a corporation is that the shareholders are the principaland the CEO is

the agent indirectly through the boardof directors. As pointedout by Clark (1985) this is neither legallynor

actuallycorrect.The shareholders have none of the powersusually associated withagency-they determine

the employmentcontract of neitherthe boardof directorsnor the CEO. Rather, the boardof directorsacts as

an agent on behalf of the "corporation" which is an entitydistinct from the shareholders. In the model then,

"owner" can refer La the actual owner in thecase of a individually or closelyheld corporation. Similarly

"owner" refers to the boardof directors as principal in thecaseof a large corporation.

36"profit,," can be read as "marketshare","returnon equity",or otherappropriate performance measure.
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The question that is asked is under what conditions will the optimal incentivescheme result

in a payment to the manager in excess of what the minimumthe manager is willing to

accept. In the termi.nology of principal-agenttheory, the question is under what conditions

will the solution to the principal-agent problemresult in a non-binding participation

constraint.

There are a large number of existing models that have been used to study the principal

agent problem. Therefore, there is no need to create another for the sole purpose of

studying the participation constraint. Of the existing principal-agent models, there is one

that stands out in particular, the model presented by Grossman and Hart (1983).This

model is very general in nature, it does not suffer from any problems regarding the use of

the first-order approach, it specifically allows for and considers a non-bindingparticipation

constraint, and it is robust enough to handleadditional analysis aimed at uncovering the

mysteries of the participationconstraint.Therefore, this model is chosen as the basis for

analysis.

The main purpose of the model by Grossman and Hart (1983) is a general analysis of

the principal-agent problem, not specifically the participation constraint. However, in the

course of the general analysis, some cases of a bindingparticipation constraint were

proved. In particular, the participation constraint is always binding

1. When the agent's utility function is additively or multiplicatively separable in action

and income;

2. When the optimal action is the one most desired by the agent; and

3. When the number of possible outcomes is no more than two.

Using the identical model as Grossman and Hart (1983), the analysis below examines

specifically the participation constraintand the conditions that result in the participation

constraint being binding or non-binding. This additionalanalysis shows that
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1. The participation constraint is binding if the agent exhibits non-increasing risk

aversion towards action. Utility functions which are additively or multiplicatively

separable in action and income meet this requirement and so are a special case.

Another special case is where the agent is risk neutral towards payment.

2. Not only is the participation constraint binding if the optimal action is the agent's

most desirable action, the participation constraint is also binding if the optimal

action is the agent's least desirable action.

3. The participation constraint is binding if the agent has a choice of only two actions.

4. If the participation constraint is non-binding, then it is because the principal is faced

with the problem of keeping the agent from working too hard as well as keeping the

agent from shirking.

5. A necessary technical requirement for the participation constraint to be non-binding

is that the set of incentive compatible incentive schemes is non-empty and bounded.

This requirement is used in Chapter 4 to construct a computer simulation model for

testing the participation constraint.

Notation and Assumptions

Standard set notation is used throughout the analysis. Upper case Roman characters denote

sets and lower case Roman characters denote elements of sets. Thus Z E Z. Elements of

vectors are designated with subscripts so that if Z E Zn then z == (zl""'z ) and z. E Z isn I

the i lh element of vector z. Unless otherwise specified, all variables and functions are real

valued with the real number system designated as 9\. Addition and subtraction of real

vectors and multiplication of vectors by scalers apply as usual. Thus, if x,y E 9\n and

t E 9\, then x + Y == (Xl + YI'''''Xn + y n ) , X - Y == (Xl - Yl'''''Xn - Y n ) and

tx == (txI, ...,txn). The following notational definitions of the model are essentially the

same as in Grossman and Hart (1983).
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n the finite number of observable,verifiable outcomes.

ql'" ·,qn the observable outcomes where ql < ... < qn' These are the finite

number of observableprofit levels of the firm.

A the non-empty set of actionsavailableto the agent A is a compact

subsetof finitedimensional Euclidean spaceand so the agent's action

can be multidimensional. For example,one dimension of the agent's

action may be the numberof hours worked, another may be the level

of effort, anothermay be the amountof caution exercised,etc. A may

be finite or infinite.

1t1(a), ... ,1tn(a) the probability that outcomesql'" .,qn will occur if the agent chooses

action a E A. That is, 1ti(a) is the probability that output qi will occur

if the agent takesactiona. Lj:l1t i (a ) =1 where 1tj(a ) > 0.37

P == (PL'00 ) The range of paymentsthat theprincipalcan make to the agent. A

negative paymentis interpreted as a payment from the agent to the

principal. The principal can makearbitrarily largepayments to the

agent but the minimum paymentmay be limited toPc WhenPL is

negative, this corresponds to the maximumbond that the agent can

post. The case where PL = -00 is allowed.

u(a,p) the agent's von Neumann-Morgenstern expectedutilityfunction where

a E A is the agent's action andp E P is the payment from the

principal.38

37The restriction that7t.(a) is bounded awayfromzerosays that"anythingis possible." Grossman and
I

Hart (1983)show that this is a key assumption for the existence of a solution. It also implies that there is

no perfectinformation contained in theoutcome observation.

38There are many criticisms of the von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility model. Forexample, the

substitution axiomwasfirst empirically falsified by Allais(1953). Also,Spenceand Zeckhauser (1972)
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UO the agent's reservation utility: the maximum utilitythe agent could

receive by doing something other thancontractingwith the

principal.

the incentive schemepresented by the principal to the agent where

PI'" "Pnare the payments for the outcomes qt' ... ,qn·

ASSUMPTION I: The agent (1) has a preferenceordering over payment lotteries which is

independent of action; (2) prefers higher payment to lower payment, is risk neutral or risk

averse, has no minimum utility; and (3) has a preferenceordering over actions which is

independentof payment. Formally, (1) The agent's utility function can be written as

u(a,p) == g(a) + k(a)ro(p) where g(a), k(a), ro(p) are continuous functions with k(a) > 0;

(2) co is strictly increasing, weakly concave, with lim co(p) =-00; and
P--')PL

Assumption 1(1), introduced by Grossman and Hart (1983), is a non-standard

assumption about the agent's utilityfunction. The utility function is of this form if and only

if p is risk independentof a.39 That is, faced withpayment lotteries, the agent will rank

those lotteries independently of what action the agent takes.The unabashedmotivation for

this assumption is analytical tractability. As will be seen, this assumptionallows the

principal's optimization problem to be converted to a concave maximization problem with

show that an expected utility function may not exist underintertemporal decisionmaking. Nothingcan be

added in defenseof the criticisms, other than to noteas Dowand Werlang(1992,p. 197)have, that the

expected utilitymodel is "acceptedby mosteconomists as a representation of rational behavior."

39If u(a,p) == g(a) + k(a)w(p) with k(a) > 0, then for any given a, the utility function will be an

increasingaffine transformation of w(P). Underthe vonNeumann-Morgenstern expectedutilityaxioms,

such transformations do not change the risk preference of theagent.To prove theconverse, that whenever P

is risk independent of a the utility function can be written in this form, is a bit more difficult See the

lemma in Keeney (1973,p. 29) for a proofand Pollak(1973)for furtherdiscussion.
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linear constraints. Note that Assumption 1(1) is more general that what is often assumed:

that the utility function is additively or multiplicatively separable. The additively separable

case is achieved by setting k(a) to a constant and the multiplicatively separable case is

achieved by setting g(a) = O.

The first two parts of Assumption 1(2) are the standard assumptions of nonsatiation

and risk aversion. The third part of Assumption 1(2) says that as the payment becomes

smaller, the agent's utility becomes arbitrarily low. In other words, the agent must be given

some level of payment to have utility. This assumption rules out the Eaton and White

(1983) case of a non-binding participation constraint.

Since P is not bounded from above, the principal can make arbitrarily large payments to

the agent. This assumption is critical to the results that follow. If there is an upper limit

placed on payments by the principal, comer solutions can be produced which will

invalidate some of the results of the analysis. The range of eo is defined as V = ro(p).40

From Assumption 1(2), V is unbounded from below (the principal can give the agent

arbitrarily low utility) and since P is unbounded from above with co strictly increasing, then

V is an open interval.

Assumption I (3) implies that the utility function induces a complete ordering on the set

A, independent of payment. This ordering means that actions can be ranked by the agent

from those that are less desirable (such as working hard) to those that are more desirable

(such as shirking).41 The following definition formalizes this ordering.

DEFINITION: Action a 1 E A is less desirable than action a2 E A if u(al'p) < u(a2,p) for

all pEP. Action a 1 E A is more desirable than action a2 E A if u(a1,p) > u(a 2,p) for

all pEP.

40Following standard set notation, w(P) = (w(P) IpEP).

41Grossman and Hart (1983)define thisranking as "more costly"actionsand "less costly"actions.
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FIGURE 2. A Utility Function with Payment Risk Independent of Action
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Since the set of actions is compact, then there must be at least one action which is least

desirable (not more desirable than any action) and at least one action which is most

desirable (not less desirable than any action).42 This does not mean that there is a unique

action that is most desirable or least desirable-multiple least or most desirable actions are

consistent with the model.

Figure 2 illustrates an example utility function resulting from Assumption 1. This utility

function, which is additively separable in action and payment, shows how the agent's risk

preference towards payment is independent of action. At any level of payment pO, the slope

42Since g(a) and k(a) are continuous on A, then u(a,p) is continuous on A. ThensinceA is compact,

u(a,p) mustachieve a maximum and minimum on A. The maximum is achieved by a most desirable action

and the minimum isachieved by a leastdesirable action.
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and the concavity of the utility function are the same for all actions. Therefore the agent's

risk aversion towards payment is the same for all actions and thus is independent of action.

The following two lemmas are used repeatedly in the analysis. Lemma 1 is used

implicitly without proof in pans of the analysis by Grossman and Han (1983). Itsays that

the function k(a), if it is not constant, completely determines the agent's preference

ordering of actions. Lemma 2 is stated without proof in Grossman and Han (1983). Itsays

that if the agent has unbounded utility with respect to payment, then then the function k(a)

is constant. Then the function g(a) completely determines the agent's preference ordering of

actions.

LEMMA 1: For all al'aZ E A and v E V,

(1) k(a 1) < k(az) => g(a1) + k(a1)v > g(az) + k(az)v and

(2) g(a1) + k(a1)v ~ g(az) + k(az)v => k(a 1) ::; k(az)'

PROOF: (1) Pick VO E V where VO < (g(a) - g(az»/(k(az) - k(a)). This is possible

since V is not bounded from below. Since VO E V then there exists pO E P where

oo(P°) = v", Therefore oo(P°) < (g(a) - g(az»/(k(az) - k(a 1». Since k(a1) < k(az), this

can be written as g(a 1)+ k(a1)oo(p°)> g(a z) + k(az)oo(p°) which is the same as

u(al'pO) > u(az'pO). Then from Assumption 1(3), this implies that u(a1,p) ~ u(az'p) for

all pEP. It cannot be that u(al'p) = u(az'p) for some pEP because in that case, by

switching a1 and az, Assumption 1(3) implies that u(al'pO) ::;u(az'pO) which is a

contradiction. Therefore u(a1,p) > u(az,p) for all pEP which is the same as

g(a 1) + k(a1)v > g(az) + k(az)v for all v E V.

(2) The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that k(a 1)> k(az)' Then from what has just

been proved, g(a 1) + k(a)v < g(a z) + k(az)v for all v E V which contradicts

g(a) + k(a)v ~ g(az) + k(az)v for all v E V. Q.E.D.

I

-J
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u = g(a) + k(a)v

xsup V
'-----------------....-------"'-- v == ro(p)

FIGURE 3. Illustration of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2

LEMMA 2: If V is unbounded from above thenk(a) is constant.

PROOF: Suppose not, that k(a 1) < k(az) for some al'aZ E A. Then from Lemma 1(1),

for all v E V

Rewriting, noting that k(az) - k(a1) > 0, this yields

for all v E V

This states that V is bounded from above which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
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The meaning of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 is shown in Figure 3, where the agent's utility

function as graphed as a function of v == CfJ(p) and so is linear. At all points below the least

upper bound of V, the preference of the agent towards action is determined solely by the

relative value of k(a), the slope of the function g(a) + k(a)v. Furthermore, a smaller k(a)

implies a more desirable action. V must be bounded from above in the case of a non-

constant k(a) since at a point such as x, Assumption 1(3) is clearly violated.

ASSUMPTION 2: For every action, there is a level of payment which will give exactly the

reservation utility to the agent. Formally, (uo - g(a»)/k(a) E V for all a E A.

Assumption 2 guarantees that under perfect information, the principal can pay enough

such that the agent would be willing to take any given action. This assumption is necessary

to guarantee the existence of a solution to the principal-agent problem.

The Model

With the preliminaries out of the way, the general problem can now be stated. The principal

has full knowledge of the agent's utility function, the actions available to the agent, the

effect of the agent's choice of action on the outcome probability distribution, and the

agent's reservation utility. That is, the principal knows u(a,p), A, 1t(a), and u', Based on

this information, the principal presents the agent with an incentive scheme, (PI'" .,Pn)'

which are the payments that will be given to the agent for each of the observable outcomes

(qI'" ·,qn)· Note that there is no need for negotiation between the principal and the agent

over the incentive scheme since the principal has full knowledge of all exante parameters.

Based on the incentive scheme, the agent selects an action that maximizes expected utility.

That is, given an incentive scheme (PI" ",Pn) , the agent chooses a E A to maximize

Li:l1t/a)u(a,p). If more than one action maximizes the agent's expected utility, it is

assumed that the agent chooses the action preferred by the principal. If the maximum utility
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that the agent can receive from choosing any action is less than the reservation utility, the

agent will not participate in the contract. The action chosen by the agent along with a

random state of nature then results in the outcome. After the outcome is observed, the agent

is paid according to the incentive scheme.

The principal's objective is to choose an incentive scheme which maximizes net

expected profit, that is, expected outcome less expected payment to the agent, subject to the

agent's maximization problem.f Since the choice of incentive scheme determines the

agent's action, the principal's problem can be thought of as simultaneously selecting an

action to be implemented and an incentive scheme that will result in the agent freely

choosing that action. Note that it may be impossible for some actions to be implemented.

This problem, modeled by Grossman and Hart (1983), is as follows.

PROGRAM 1: Choose a E A and (P1'".,Pn) E pn to maximize

n n

(1) I>i(a)qi - L1ti(a)Pi
i=l i=!

subject to

n n

(2) L1t/a)u(a,p) ~ L1ti(b)u(b,p) for all b E A
i=! i=l

n

(3) .I',ni(a)u(a,Pi) ~ UO

i=!

Expression (1) states that the objective of the principal is to maximize the expected

outcome less the expected payment made to the agent. Constraint (2) guarantees that action

431n maximizing on expected profits, there is an implicitassumption that the principal is risk neutral.

This assumption does not change the results and leads to a simplerexposition.
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a is the solution to the agent's maximization problem, that is, the agent will freely choose

action a over all other actions; this is the incentive compatibility constraint. Constraint (3)

guarantees that the agent will receive at least the reservation utility for choosing action a and

so will participate in the contract; this is the participation constraint.

Because of the restricted form of the utility function arising from Assumption 1,

Program 1 can be rewritten in a more convenient form. This is done by letting v. = oo(p.)
I I

for all i = 1,....n and thinking of the incentive scheme in terms of the control variables

(v!' .. .,Vn) rather than (PI' ... ,Pn). By letting h == 00-
1, then Pi = h(v) for all i = 1,... ,n.44

Then by substituting the restricted form of the utility function, u(a,p) = g(a) + k(a)oo(p),

Program 1 can be rewritten as follows.

PROGRAM 2: Choose a E A and (vl' ... 'v n) E Vn to maximize

n n

(4) L1t i(a)q i - .I1ti(a)h(v)
i=I i=I

subject to

n n

(5) g(a) + k(a) L1t i(a )Vi ~ g(b) + k(b)L 1t i (b )v i
i=I i=I

n

for all b e A

(6) g(a) + k(a) L1t i(a )Vi ~ aU
i=I

Note that since 00 is concave, h is convex, -h is concave and so in terms of v, Program 2 is

a concave maximization problem subject to linear constraints.f Since h is one-to-one, the

44The function h:V--'JP exists since W:P--'JV is one-to-oneand onto.

45This substitution is the mathematical trick introduced by Grossman and Hart (1983) that allows this

problem to be solved without relyingon the first-order approach.
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notation v == (Vl""'Vn) E yn is used in place of (Pl', .. ,Pn) E P to describe an incentive

scheme, (a,v) E Axyn is used to denote a possible solution to Program 2 and

uE(a,v) == g(a) + k(a)L j:l1tj(a)vj is used to denote the expected utility of the agent for

that solution.

DEFINITION: The incentive constraint setof an action are the incentive schemes which meet

the condition of incentive compatibility-constraint (5). The participation constraint set of

an action are the incentive schemes which meet the condition of agent participation

constraint (6). An action-incentive scheme pair isfeasible (an incentive scheme implements

an action) if the incentive scheme meets the conditions of both (5) and (6). Formally, the

incentive constraint set of action a E A is Y/(a) == { v E V n I (5) holds for a}, the

participation constraint set is Yp(a) == { v E y n I (6) holds for a}, and a possible

solution (a,v) E Axyn is feasible (v implements a) if v E V/a) (') Vp(a).

Since (5) consists of linear constraints, an incentive constraint set is an intersection of

(a possibly infinite number ot) half-spaces in n-space, and therefore is convex. Since (6)

consists of a single linear constraint, a participation constraint is a half-space in n-space and

so is also convex. An incentive constraint set for an action may be empty in which case the

action cannot be implemented, From Assumption 2, a participation constraint set is non-

empty.

Since yn is open in 9\n but the constraints of (5) and (6) are closed, incentive constraint

sets and participation constraint sets are generally neither open nor closed. However, in the

special case that yn =9\n, incentive constraint sets and participation constraint sets will

both be closed. This special case can occur only if Y is unbounded. From Lemma 2 this

then implies that k(a) is constant and so the utility function is additively separable.

With the above definitions, the principal's problem can be thought of as selecting from

the set of all feasible action-incentive scheme pairs, a pair which maximizes expected profit.
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Characterization of the Participation Constraint

Before considering the participation constraint, one important proposition must be stated.

PROPOsmON 1: Thereexistsa solution to Program 2.

PROOF: See Grossman and Hart (1983), Proposition 1.

With that done, consider a solution to Program 2, depicted in Figure 4, that results in a

non-binding participation constraint. If a* is the action to be implemented, then the points

which solve g(a*) + k(a*)Li:l1t/a*)Vi =UOare those points where the participation

constraint is binding. Line A-B is the locus of these points, which is a linear function of v.

On the positive side of A-B , the equality does not hold and so the participation constraint is

non-binding. These points thus belong to the participation constraint set. The incentive

constraint set, which is convex, is shown as being contained within the the interior of the

participation constraint set. Given action a* to be implemented, the objective of the principal

is to minimize the cost of implementation, Li:l1ti(a)h(v). Iso-cost curve CoD is the set

points where the cost of implementation is constant. Note that CoD is convex to the origin

since hey) is a concave function. Since the solution must be contained within both the

incentive constraint set and the participation constraint set, the solution is at point E. Then

since E is within the interior of the participation constraint set, the participation constraint is

non-binding.

Figure 5 depicts a solution where the participation constraint is binding. Again A-B is

the locus of points where the participation constraint is binding and CoD is an iso-cost

curve. In this example, the incentive constraint set is not contained within the interior of the

participation constraint set. Therefore the solution E lies on the border of the participation

constraint set and thus the participation constraint is binding.
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FIGURE 4. Solution with a Non-Binding Participation Constraint
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FIGURE 5. Solution with a Binding Participation Constraint
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In terms of constraint sets, it is clear that the participation constraint is non-binding if

and only if the solution lies within the interior of the participation constraint set. The

solution must also lie within the incentive constraint set. Thus if the incentive constraint set

is contained within the interior of the participation constraint set (as in Figure 4), then the

participation constraint must be non-binding. Therefore, a sufficient condition for the

participation constraint to be non-binding is for the (non-empty) incentive constraint set to

be a subset of the interior of the participation constraint set.

The agent will not participate in the contract if the incentive scheme is on the negative

side of line A-B in Figure 4 or Figure 5. These points are outside of the participation

constraint set. In other words, the participation constraint set is bounded in the negative

direction. There is no such restriction on the incentive constraint set; the incentive constraint

set may be bounded or not. An unbounded set cannot be a subset of a bounded set. Thus,

if the incentive constraint set is unbounded in the negative direction, it cannot lie within the

interior of the participation constraint set. There will be some points on the border of the

participation constraint set which are contained within the incentive constraint set. At these

points the participation constraint will be binding. On the other hand, if the incentive

constraint set is bounded in the negative direction, there will be some UO for which the

participation constraint set will be big enough to completely contain the incentive constraint

set. Then the participation constraint must be non-binding.

This leads logically to considering the boundedness of the incentive constraint set as a

key condition for the participation constraint to be non-binding. Intuitively, a non-binding

participation constraint requires a bounded incentive constraint set. Before proving this

intuition, the following lemma is needed to precisely define the conditions under which an

incentive constraint set is unbounded. It turns out that if the incentive constraint set is

unbounded, it must be unbounded in the negative direction.
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LEMMA 3: Define the set ofall points in the closed, negativeorthant ofn-space, excluding

the origin, as W == {x E 9\ n I x. :::; 0 for i = 1 ,... ,n} - (O}. Then a non-empty
I

incentive constraint set V/a) is unbounded if and only if there exists W E W such that

Ii:l[k(a)1ti(a)-k(b)1ti(b)]wi~Ofor all b e A.

PROOF: Since Vj(a) is convex, it is unbounded if and only if it contains a ray.46 To prove

the "if' part, it must be shown that the existence of w implies the existence of a ray

contained in V/a). Since Vj(a) is non-empty, let VO E Vj(a). Then from (5),

n n

(7) g(a) + k(a) I1t j(a)vi ~ g(b) + k(b)L 1tj(b)vi

i=l i=1

for all b e A

Define a ray emanating from VO as R ={VO + 'A W I 'A ~ o} and consider an

arbitrary point on the ray, r = VO + 'Aw. Since WE W, then wi:::; 0 and so ri:::; vi for

i = l, ... .n, Also, VO E Vj(a) => VO E Vn => vi E V for i = 1,... ,n. Therefore, since

V is not bounded from below, r. E V for i =1,....n and so r E Vn
• Then since

I

Ij:1 [k(a)1t j(a) - k(b)1t j(b) ] Wi ~ 0 for all b E A, it must be that

n n

(8) 'Ak(a)L1ti(a)w j ~ 'Ak(b)I 1t j(b)Wj

i=l i=1

for all bE A

Adding (7) and (8) yields

n n

g(a) + k(a) L1tj(a)(vi + 'Aw) ~ g(b) + k(b)I 1tj(b)(vi + 'Aw)
i=l i=J.

for all b E A

Therefore, r E Vj(a) and so ReV/a).

46For a proof of this, see Grunbaurn (1967), lemma I, p. 23 and exercise I, p. 25.
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To prove the "only if' part it must be shown that the existence of a ray contained in

V/(a) implies the existence of some w. Therefore, let some ray contained in V/(a) be

R = { VO + AS I A ~ o} where V
O

E V/a) and S is a point on the unit sphere of 9\n.

The proof is separated by cases depending on whether SEW or not.

Case 1: SEW. Since R c V/(a), then from (5),

n n

g(a) + k(a)L1tj(a)(vi + AS i ) ~ g(b) + k(b)2. 1ti(b)(vi + ASj)
i=l i=1

for all b E A and A ~ 0

Since Acan be arbitrarily large, this can only be true if

n n

k(a) L1tj(a)Si ~ k(b)I 1ti(b)Si
i=l i=1

which leads directly to

n

I. [k(a)1t i(a) - k(b)1t/b) ]Si ~ °
j=l

Therefore the existence of w is satisfied for w =s.

for all b E A

for all b e A

Case 2: seW. Since S is a point on the unit sphere, then s « O. Thus there must be

some j where Sj> 0, I $, j $, n. Since R c V/(a) => R c V n => VO + AS E Vn =>

vj + AS
j

E V for A~ 0, then is must be that V is not bounded from above. 47 Then from

Lemma 2, k is constant. Now let w. =-I for i = I, ... ,n. Clearly, WE W. Then,
I

47Suppose that v is an upper bound of V. Then for A> (v - vo.)/s., VOJ' + As. > v which is a
J J J

contradiction.
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L.[k(a)1t j(a) - k(b )1tj(b) ] W j =-k(a)L. [1tj(a) - 1tj(b)] = 0
~ ~

for all b e A Q.E.D.

COROLLARY: A non-empty incentive constraint set V,(a) is bounded if and only ifgiven

WE W, there exists b e A such that Lj:l [k(a)1t i(a) - k(b)1t j(b)]w j < 0

PROOF: This is simply the negation of Lemma 3.

An incentive constraint set is a function of both on the utility function, u(a,v), as well

as the probability distribution function 1t(a). Thus it is the relationship between these

functions that determines if an incentive constraint set is bounded. Lemma 3 characterizes

that relationship. Note that the boundedness of an incentive constraint set depends on k(a),

but not on g(a). Why this should be so is clear by considering the structure of an incentive

constraint set. Recall that an incentive constraint set is formed by a set of hyperplanes and

associated half-spaces. The boundedness of this set is determined by the relative slopes of

the hyperplanes in n-space. In turn, these slopes are determined by the functions k(a) and

1t(a). The function g(a) only determines the intercepts of the hyperplanes and thus whether

the set is empty. Once it is known that the incentive constraint set is non-empty, the

function g(a) no longer affects the boundedness. Therefore Lemma 3 says something that is

actually fairly obvious-a non-empty incentive constraint set is unbounded if and only if a

vector can be found which does not intersect any of the hyperplanes that form the incentive

constraint set. Lemma 3 is now used to prove the following proposition, which relates the

boundedness of the incentive constraint set to the participation constraint.
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PROPOSITION 2: If the participation constraint is non-binding in the solution to Program 2,

then the incentive constraint set must be non-empty and bounded. Formally, if
(a*,v*) E AxVn is a solution to Program 2 and uE(a*,v*) > u", then VJ(a*) is non-empty

and bounded.

PROOF: V/a*) must be non-empty since otherwise V/a*) () Vp(a*) = 0 and so (a·,v*) is

not feasible. Now consider the claim that VJ(a*) is bounded. Intuitively, Lemma 3 has

shown that any "unboundedness" of the incentive constraint set will occur in the negative

direction and so will eventually "run into" the participation constraint. The principal can

always increase profits by reducing the incentive scheme along a path within the incentive

constraint set until the participation constraint is encountered. The proof is by contradiction.

Suppose that V/a*) is unbounded. Then from Lemma 3, there exists aWE W where

n

(9) I [k(a*)1t j(a*) - k(b)1t j(b)]w j ~ 0
i=l

for all b E A

Since (a", v") is the solution to Program 2, then v" E V[(a*) and so from (5),

n n

(10) g(a*) + k(a*) I.1tj(a*)vi ~ g(b) + k(b)I. 1tj(b)v:

i=l i=l

Multiplying (9) by E > 0 and combining with (10) yields

for all b e A

n n

(11) g(a*) + k(a*)I1tj(a*)(vi + EW i) ~ g(b) + k(b)2: 1ti(b)(vi + EW i)

~ ~

for all b E A

Now consider the incentive scheme v =v* + Ew. From (11), v E V/a*). Since

constraint (6) is not binding for v", then there will be some small E where v E Vp(a*).
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Thus 17 E V/(a*) n Vp(a*) and so (a*,17) is feasible. But since wi :5; °for i = 1,....n

with at least one j where w. < 0, then 17 is a strictly cheaper than v* and therefore must
J

yield a higher net profit to the principa1.48 Since this contradicts the fact that (a*,v*)

maximizes (4), the presumption that the incentive constraint set Vfa*) is unbounded must

be false. Q.E.D.

From Proposition 2, a bounded incentive constraint set is required for the participation

constraint to be non-binding. Recall that the boundedness of the incentive constraint set

depends both on the structure of the utility function as well as the structure of the

probability distribution function. Thus there are some conditions of the utility function as

well as some conditions of the probability distribution function that when combined

produce a bounded incentive constraint set. The following proposition defines conditions

required of the utility function for the incentive constraint set to be bounded and thus for the

participation constraint set to be non-binding. This proposition is one of the major

analytical findings of the model concerning the participation constraint.

PROPOSITION 3: If theparticipation constraint is non-binding in the solution to Program 2,

then theremust be a moredesirable and lessdesirable action thantheactiontheagent takes.

Further, if theset ofactions available to the agent isfinite, the agentwill be indifferent

among the three actions. Formally, if(a*,v*) E AxVn is the solution to Program 2 and

uE(a*,v*) > u", then there exists al'a2 E A and d E 9\ where k(a1) < k(a*) :5; k(a2) , d

is an upper bound of V, and g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a) + k(a)dfor j =1,2. Further, ifA is

finite, then uE(a*,v*) = uE(a 1,v*) = uE(a2,v*).

PROOF: Let B1 = {a E A I k(a) < k(a*)} and B2 = {a E A I k(a) ;::: k(a*)}. The

first step of the proof is to show that B1 is non-empty. From Proposition 2, V/(a*) must be

48Note that this depends strongly on the assumption that1t.(a*) is strictly greater than zero.
J
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bounded. Let Wi = -1 for i = 1,....n. Then from the corollary to Lemma 3, there exists
n

b l E A such that L [k(b t )1ti(b l ) - k(a*)1C/a*) ] < O. It then must be that k(b t ) < k(a*)

i=1

and so b l E B I• The next step is to find an element of Bz other than a", Pick VB E V such

that VB> V; for i = 1,...,n. It is possible to find VB since V is an open interval. Let

wi = V; - VB < 0 for i = 1,....n. Then from the corollary to Lemma 3, there exists

bz E A such that

n

(12) L [k(a*)1Ci(a*) - k(b z)1Ci(bz)]<v; - vB) < 0
i=1

Since v" E V,(a*), then from (5),

n n

(13) g(a*) + k(a*)Ln/a*)v; ~ g(bz) + k(bz)L 1ti(bz)v;
i=1 i=1

Combining (12) and (13) yields

which from Lemma 1(2) implies that k(a*):::; k(b z). Therefore bz E Bz.

The next step is to prove the existence of d. Consider the two sets

D I = {x E 9\ I g(a*) + k(a*)x > g(a) + k(a)x for some a E B I } and

D z = { X E 9\ I g(a*) + k(a*)x > g(a) + k(a)x for some a E Bz}

Both D I and Dz are non-empty, convex, and open,49The existence of d is established by

showing that DI and Dz are not disjoint. Suppose that D I and Dz are disjoint. Then since

49Since b l E 8 I and k(b l ) < k(a*), then for x > [ g(b l ) - g(a*) ]![k(a*) - k(b l ) ] , xED I' Also

since bz E 8 z then "e E DZ' To prove the convexity of D I' consider two points x I,xZ E D I' Then
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D 1 and Dz are convex and open, D l and Dz must be strictly separated. Therefore, there

exists an x E 9\ where

(15) g(a*) + k(a*)x ~ g(a) + k(a)x

(16) g(a*) + k(a*)x ~ g(a) + k(a)x

for all a E B1 and

for all a E Bz

Since A =B 1 U Bz, combining (15) and (16) yields

(17) g(a*) + k(a*)x ~ g(a) + k(a)x

Since v" E V/a*), then from (5),

n n

for all a E A

(18)· g(a*) + k(a*)L1tj(a*)v; ~ g(a) + k(a)L1tj(a)vi
i=l i=1

Combining (17) and (18) yields

n

(19) I [k(a*)1t j(a*) - k(a)1tj(a)] (vi - x ) ~ 0
i=1

for all a E A

for all a E A

It must be that x II V. To see this, note that if x E V then from Assumption 1(3), (17)

implies that g(a*) + k(a*)vB ~ g(b z) + k(bz)v B which contradicts (14). Since V is not

bounded from below, then x II V implies that x is an upper bound of V. Therefore, since

V is open, x> vi for i = 1,... .n, Let w j =vi - x < 0 for i = 1, ... ,n. Then from

Lemma 3, (19) implies that the incentive constraint set V/d') must be unbounded. This is a

g(a*) + k(a*)x l > g(a ) + k(a )x1 for some a E A where k(a*) > k(a ). Without loss of generality,

assume that Xl < xz. Then A[xz - xI ]k(a *) ;?: A[xz - xl ]k(a ) where 0::; As 1. Combining yields

g(a*) + k(a*) [A.xz + (1 - A)XI] > g(a ) + k(a >[AxZ+ (1 - A)xI].Dz is convex byasimilar

argument. Byconstruction, D1andDz arc open.

__ I
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contradiction and so the presumption that D I and D2 are disjoint must be false. Let

dEDI (] D 2· Then by the construction of D I and D 2, there exists a l E B I and a2 E B2

where g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a) + k(a)d for j =1,2. It is left to be shown that d is an

upper bound of V. This must be true since if d E V then from Lemma 1(2),

g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a I) + k(aI)d implies that k(a I) 2: k(a*) which is a contradiction. Thus

d e V, which since V is not bounded from below, implies that d is an upper bound of V.

Now consider the case where A is finite and define the sets

Al = { a E B 1 I g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a) + k(a)d } and

A 2 = { a E B 2 I g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a) + k(a)d }

Suppose that the agent strictly prefers a* to all actions a E A/O That is, suppose that

uE(a*,v") > uE(a,v*) for all a E A i Then since Program 2 is a concave maximization

problem, dropping all the constraints in (5) which refer to actions in Al will not affect the

solution. Therefore, replace A with the set A' = {a E A I a e AI} in Program 2. But

then the existence of ul is precluded. This is a contradiction and so it must be that

uE(a*,v*) = uE(aI,v*) for some a l E AI' By a similar argument, uE(a*,v*) = uE(a2,v*) for

some a2 E A2• Q.E.D.

The condition of Proposition 3 is illustrated in Figure 6. If the utility functions were to

be extended above the upper bound of V, then d is some point where the extended utility

function of the selected action is above the extended utility functions of both a more

desirable and a less desirable action. In the figure, the indicated d is any point in the interval

between where the extended utility functions intersect.

50This part of the proof uses the argument of Grossman and Hart (1983), Proposition 6.
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L-..-----------------~--'--------v
sup V d

FIGURE 6. Necessary Condition for a Non-Binding Participation Constraint

The most striking result of Proposition 3 is that in the solution the agent will be

indifferent not only to a more desirable action but to a less desirable action as well. It is to

be expected that the agent would like to take a more desirable action, that is, put forth less

effort. It is more interesting that if the participation constraint is non-binding that the agent

would not mind putting forth more effort but the principal does not want the agent to put

forth more effort. In other words the principal has the problem of keeping the agent from

working too hard.51

511tseems that the reason that the principaldoes not want the agent to work harder is because higher

effort on the part of the agent will result in a lower expected outcome.Thus if expected output increases

with effort (which is a reasonable assumption in many cases), then the participationconstraint will be

binding. Unfortunately, I have not been able to devise a formal proof of this. If this were to be proved, then

Proposition 11 of Grossman and Hart (1983) can be proved as a special case.
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The condition of Proposition 3 requires that there exist a more desirable and less

desirable action than the action the agent takes. Thus if such actions do not exist, the

participation constraint must be binding. Some special cases of this are proved by the

following two corollaries.

COROLLARY I: If the solution to Program 2 involves the agent taking a least desirable or a

most desirable action, then theparticipation constraint will be binding.52 Formally, if

(a*,v*) E Axv" is the solution to Program 2 and g(a*) + k(a*)v:s; g(a) + k(a)v for all

v E V, a E A or g(a*) + k(a*)v ~ g(a) + k(a)v for all v E V, a E A, then

PROOF: If g(a*) + k(a*)v :s; g(a) + k(a)v for all v E V and a E A then from

Lemma 1(2), k(a*) ~ k(a) for all a E A. Then from Proposition 3, if uE(a*,v*) > UO then

there exists a2 E A where kia") :5: k(a z)' Thus k(a*) = k(az) => g(a*) :s; g(az) =>

g(a*) + k(a*)d :5: g(a2) + k(a 2)d which is a contradiction. Therefore uE(a*,v*) = u".

If g(a*) + k(a*)v ~ g(a) + k(a)v for all v E V, a E A then from Lemma 1(2),

k(a*) :s; k(a) for all a E A. From Proposition 3, if uia*,v*) > UO then there exists

a l E A where k(a*) > k(a l ) which is impossible. Therefore uE(a* .v") =u',

COROLLARY 2: If the participation constraint is non-binding in the solution to Program 2

then the agent has at least three actions available. Formally, if (a*,v*) E Axvn is the

solution to Program 2 and uE(a*,v*) > u', then IAI;::: 3.

PROOF: If uE(a*,v*) > UO then from Proposition 3, there exists a*,al'a2 E A where

k(a l ) < k(a*) :s; k(a z). Thus a l ;t: a" and a l ;t: a2. Then since

g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a z) + k(az)d it must be that a" ;z!: a2. Thus a", al' and a2 are distinct

actions.

52Grossman and Hart(1983), Proposition 2, proves the case where a* is a mostdesirableaction.
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Proposition 3 gives conditions necessary for the participation constraint to be non

binding. Since these are necessary conditions, if they are not met then the participation

constraint must be binding. It turns out that if the agent has certain risk preferences towards

action that these conditions cannot be met and so the participation constraint is binding. The

following defines the risk preferences that gives this result.

DEFINITION: The agent exhibits non-increasing riskaversion towards action if given

a I,aZ,a3 E A, PI E P, and 0:::; A:::; 1 where u(al'PI) = f..u(a2,PI) + (1- A)u(a3,PI)'

then P2 > PI implies that u(al'P2) :::; Au(a2,pz) + (l - A)u(a3,P2)·53

The direct meaning of this definition has to do with action lotteries. Suppose the agent

is offered the choice between medium effort and a lottery consisting of a 50% chance of

working hard and a 50% chance of not having to work. Suppose further that at some level

of payment, the agent is indifferent between these choices. Then non-increasing risk

aversion towards action means that at higher levels of payment, the agent will not prefer

medium effort to the lottery. In other words, if the agent is indifferent between a risky

gamble to a sure thing at some level of payment, the agent does not become more risk

averse and strictly prefer the sure thing at a higher level of payment.

The economic interpretation of this is that at higher levels of payment, the agent is less

(or equally) risk averse towards action. This is illustrated in Figure 7 where utility is shown

as a function of action with the the set of actions arranged in order from least desirable to

53The definitionof non-increasing risk aversionwhen the utility function is differentiable, such as in

Arrow (1971, p. 96), is that the measure of risk aversion, -u"/u', is a decreasing functionof payment. In

the case considered here, there is no guarantee that the utility function is differentiable with respect to action

since the set of actions is arbitrary. Thusa moregeneral definition is needed.The definitiongiven here

follows that used by Kreps (1988, p. 75) generalizedfor the two attribute utility function. Krepsshows that

this is equivalent to Arrow's definition.
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Increasing
Payment

Utility

Action

FIGURE 7. Non-Increasing Risk Aversion TowardsAction

most desirable.54Changesin paymentare shown by shifts in the utilityfunction. Then non-

increasing risk aversion towards action is indicatedby the flattening out of the utility

function with higherpayment.

There is an alternate definition of non-increasing risk aversion towards action if the

utilityfunction is smooth. This is given by the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 4: Ifg(a) can be written as g(a) = f(k(a» wheref is twice differentiable and

f" ~ 0, then the utility function u(a,p) =g(a) + k(a)ro(p) exhibits non-increasing risk

aversion towards action.

54Note that in the model, theset of actions is a ratherarbitrary set. Thus thereis noguarantee thatcurves

suchas shown in Figure 7 canbe constructed or that theyare smooth evenif theycan be constructed.

Figure7 only illustrates the concept of non-increasing riskaversion towards action in commonly

understood concavity terms.
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PROOF: Let u(al'PI) = Au(aZ,PI) + (l - A)u(a3,PI) where al'aZ,a3 E A, PI E P, and

o~ A~ 1. Since g(a) = j(k(a», by letting VI = W(PI)' this can be written as

Sincejis twice differentiable, then from Taylor's theorem

where ki is between k(aI ) and k(az), and kz is between k(aI ) and k(a3) . Sincej" ~ 0 then

(21) and (22) can be written as

Now let P: E P where P: >PI and let Vz =w(Pz). Since W is strictly increasing, then

Vz > VI' The proof is separated depending on whether or not -!,(k(aI»E V.

Case 1. -!'(k(a l» E V.55 Then from (23), (24) and Assumption 1(3),

Multiplying (25) by A, (26) by 1 - A, and adding yields

55This casecan onlyoccurif a l is a leastdesirable action.
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f(k(a I» + k(aI)vZ s A[f(k(az»+ k(az)v z] + (1 - A) [f(k(a3» + k(a 3)vZ]

which is the same as u(aI,pz) ~ Au(az,pz) + (l - A)u(a3,pz)' Thus u(a,p) exhibits non-

increasing risk aversion towards action.

Case 2. -j'(k(a I» e: V. Then since V is not bounded from below, it must be that

-f'(k(a I» > "z > "i- Multiplying (20) by -!,(k(a I » - Vz > 0, (23) by

A(Vz - vI) > 0, (24) by (l - A)(VZ - vI) > 0, adding, and dividing by

-f'(k(a I » - vI > 0 yields

which is the same as u(al'pz) ~ Au(az,pz) + (l - A)u(a3,pz)' Thus u(a,p) exhibits non-

increasing risk aversion towards action. Q.ED.

The following proposition shows that non-increasing risk aversion towards action is a

sufficient condition for the participation constraint to be binding. This is the other major

analytical finding of the model.

PROPOSITION 5: If the agent exhibits non-increasing risk aversion towards action then the

participation constraint will be binding. Formally, ij(a"',v*) E AxVn is the solution to

Program 2 and u(a,p) exhibits non-increasing risk aversion towards action, then

( * *) °"s a,v = u .

PROOF: The proof is by contradiction and is illustrated in Figure 8. Suppose that

uia*,v*) > u', Then from Proposition 3, there exists al'aZ E A and d e 9\ where

k(a I ) < k(a*) ~ k(a z), d is an upper bound of V,

(27) g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(a I ) + k(a1)d and



(28) g(a*) + k(a*)d > g(az) + k(az)d

Let PI'PZ E P where P: >Pi Let vI =ro(PI) and Vz=ro(pz). Since co is strictly

increasing, d is an upper bound of V, and V is open, then d> Vz> vI' Since

k(a l) < k(a*) then from Lemma 1(1), g(al) + k(al)v I > g(a*) + k(a*)v I which is the

same as u(al'PI) > u(a*,pI)' Also since d - vI> 0 and k(az) ~ k(a*) then

Adding (28) and (29) yields g(a*) + k(a*)v I > g(az) + k(aZ)v I which is the same as

u(a*,pI) > u(aZ,PI)' Thus, u(aZ,PI) < u(a*,PI) < u(al'PI) and there exists Awhere

o < A < 1 and

which is the same as

Multiplying (27) by A(VZ - vI) > 0, multiplying (28) by (l - A)(VZ - vI) > 0,

multiplying (31) by d - Vz > 0, adding, and dividing by d - vI> 0 yields

g(a*) + k(a*)vz > A[g(a l) + k(al)vZ] + (1 - A) [g(az) + k(az)vz]

which is the same as

From (30) and the fact that P:>PI' (32) contradicts that u(a,p) exhibits non-increasing

risk aversion towards action. Q.ED.

60
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u = g(a) + k(a)v

g(C1.) + k(a1)v
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v2 sup V d

FIGURE 8. Illustration of the Proof of Proposition 5

Since Proposition 5 shows that non-increasing risk aversion towards action results in a

binding participation constraint, it is worthwhile to explore the plausibility or this

condition. Non-increasing risk aversion towards wealth is well-accepted as a plausible

description of behavior (for example, see Pratt, 1964; Yaari, 1969; Arrow, 1971; Machina,

1982; and Kreps, 1988). That is, at higher wealth levels, economic agents are more or

equally likely to take monetary risks.

The meaning of action risk is more subtle. Action risk is based on a lottery of actions,

not a lottery of payments. It is important to note that in the model, the agent is never offered

action lotteries. Only payment lotteries are offered by the principal. Even so, since
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preferences under the expected utility formulation are determined by attitude towards risk,56

the agent's risk preference towards action will be an important determination of preferences

in the model and thus the solution to the principal-agent problem.

Non-increasing risk aversion towards action means that at higher levels of payment, the

agent is more (or equally) willing to take part in gambles involving actions. Presumably,

the agent will gamble to have a more desirable action, such as increased leisure. This is

analogous to gambling to increase wealth. Thus, non-increasing risk aversion towards

action can be naturally interpreted as an extension of non-increasing risk aversion towards

payment. At higher levels of wealth, the agent is more willing to take gambles, be they

monetary or action gambles. Thus, to the extent that non-increasing risk aversion towards

wealth is a plausible description of behavior, non-increasing risk aversion towards action

should be plausible as well.

Note that there is no assumption about whether the agent is risk averse or risk loving

towards action. Non-increasing risk aversion only means that the agent does not become

more risk averse (or less risk loving) with increased payment. The absolute risk preference

does not matter.

The following corollary demonstrates special cases of Proposition 5.

COROLLARY: The participation constraint will be binding in any ofthe following cases.

1. If g(a) can be written as g(a) =f(k(a» where f is twice differentiable andf" ~ O.

2. If u(a,p) is multiplicatively or additively separable in action and payment.

3. If the agent is risk neutral towards payment.

56Pratt (1964) proves this for expected utility functions of a singleattribute and Keeney(1973)proves

this for rnultiauributed expected utilityfunctions.
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PROOF: Case 1.57 From Proposition 4, functions of this form exhibit non-increasing risk

aversion towards action and thus the participation constraint will be binding.

Case 2.58 If u(a,p) is multiplicatively separable then g(a) = O. Then by letting

f(k(a» = 0, the condition of Case 1 is met and the participation constraint will be binding.

If u(a,p) is additively separable then k(a) =k for all a E A. Then

u(a,p) = g(a) + kw(P). Pick a 1,a 2,a3 E A, PI E:: P, and 0:::; A.:::; 1 where

u(al'Pl) =A.u(aZ,PI) + (l - A.)u(a 3,PI)' Then

Let Pz >Pl' Adding kW(P2) - k(jJ(Pl) to both sides of (33) yields

which is the same as u(al'P2) = Au(a2,P2) + (1 - A.)u(a3,pz)' Therefore u(a,p) exhibits

non-increasing risk aversion towards action and thus the participation constraint is binding.

Case 3. If the agent is risk neutral then w(P) =cp where c> O. Since V =ro(P) and

P is unbounded from above, this implies that V is unbounded from above. Then from

Lemma 2 the function k must be constant. Then from Case 2, the participation constraint

will be binding. Q .E.D.

57This case can also be provedby direct recourse to the proof of Proposition 3. Startingat (17), it is clear

that if there exists an x E ~ such that g(a*) + k(a*)x ~ g(a) + k(a)x for all a E A then the incentive

constraintset will be unbounded and the participation constraintwill be binding. ByTaylor's theorem,

f(k(a» =I( k(a*») + I( k(a*») [k(a) - k(a*)] + f'\K(a» [k(a) - k(a*)tfor someK(a) between k(a) and

k(a*). Therefore, inequality (17) holds for x = -f'(k(a*»).

58This was proveddirectly by Grossman and Hart (1983),Proposition 2.
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FIGURE 9. Decreasing Risk Aversion Towards Action

The corollary demonstrates that several forms of the utility function are special cases of

utility functions which exhibit non-increasing risk aversion towards action. Importantly,

separable utility functions, which Grossman and Hart (1983) proved results in a binding

participation constraint, are special cases. This ties the present analysis nicely with what

has been done before.

Figure 9 illustrates a utility function of the form in Case 1 of the Corollary. This utility

function exhibits decreasing risk aversion towards action (which is thus non-increasing).

With this utility function, the agent will always receive the reservation utility no matter what

action the principal chooses to implement. Note that decreasing risk aversion towards

action is manifested by the concave envelope under the function. By comparing Figure 9 to

Figure 6, it is clear that there can never be a point d where the condition of Proposition 3 is

met.
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Since non-increasing risk aversion towards action always result in a binding

participation constraint, it is natural to think that increasing risk aversion towards action

may result in a binding participation constraint. Proposition 4 provides a hint of the form of

such a utility function. Sincef" ~ 0 results in a non-increasing risk aversion towards

action then it is natural to suppose thatf" < 0 results in increasing risk aversion towards

action. Indeed this is the case. Using this idea, the next proposition defines a class of utility

functions where every action meets the condition of Proposition 3. Thus every action has

the possibility to produce a non-binding participation constraint (except of course for least

desirable and most desirable actions which always result in a binding participation

constraint). This form of the utility function is used both to construct an example of a

principal-agent problem with a non-binding participation constraint as well as for

simulation purposes in Chapter 4.

PROPOSITION 6: If g(a) can be written as g(a) = f (k(a» wheref is twice differentiable and

f" < 0, then for all a E A, there exists d ~ Vu where g(a) + k(a)d > g(b) + k(b)dfor

all b E A, b :;t a.

PROOF: By Taylor's theorem,

f(k(b» = f(k(a» + f '(k(a»[k(b) - k(a)] + f " (;(b»)[k(b) - k(a) t
for all b e A

for some K:(b) between k(b) and k(a). Let d =-f'(k(a». Then

f(k(a» + k(a)d > f(k(b» + k(b)d for all b E A provided that k(b) :;t k(a), that is,

b :;t a.

Figure 10 illustrates a function of the form defined by Proposition 6. The convex

envelope of this utility function is analogous to the concave envelope of Figure 9.
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Convex Envelope~

g(lZ:t) + k(lZ:t)v

g(~) + k(az)v

g(£l.3) + k(£l.3)v

g(a4) + k(a4)v

_------:::::::::::::::::~~:::----g(as) + k(as)v

u = g(a) + k(a)v

'----------------------------v
FIGURE 10. Increasing Risk Aversion Towards Action

Figure 11 summarizes the various propositions of this section and shows how they are

interrelated. Proposition 2 shows that a non-empty, bounded incentive constraint set is

necessary for a non-binding participation constraint. Thus an unbounded incentive

constraint set is sufficient for a binding participation constraint. Proposition 3 shows that

increasing risk aversion towards action among some set of actions is necessary for a

bounded incentive constraint set. Similarly, Proposition 5 shows that non-increasing risk

aversion towards action results in an unbounded incentive constraint set. Further,

multiplicatively and additively separable utility functions are special cases of utility

functions that exhibit non-increasing risk aversion towards action. Finally, Proposition 6

gives conditions that result in increasing risk aversion towards action.
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functions where

g(a) = f (k(a» with f" < a
separable utility functions and functions where

g(a) =f (k(a» with f" ~ 0

FIGURE 11. Relationship of VariousPropositions

An Example

To add concreteness to the preceding theory, an exampleis now presented of a case where

the participationconstraintis non-binding. FromCorollaries to Proposition 3, there must

~e a choice of at least three actions for the agentto takewith the optimal action being neither

the least desirablenor themost desirable action. SinceGrossman and Hart (1983) show

that the participation constraintis always binding if n =2, then there must be at least three

outcomes.i'' Therefore, an examplewith threeactions and three outcomes is presented.

Refer to Table 1 for the following discussion.

There are threepossibleoutcomes for the firm: no profit, an ordinaryprofit of $1aaM,

and an extraordinary profit of $500M. The managercan "shirk", put forth an "honest

effort", or work "beyond the call." If the manager shirks, it is most likely that the firm will

produce profits of $l00M or less but there is also a possibility that by luck, extraordinary

profits of $500M will be produced. If the managerputs forth an honesteffort, the chance

that there will be no profitis reduced. If the managerworks beyondthe call, the chance that

there will be no profit is reduced to almostzerobut at the same time, the chanceof

59Grossman and Hart (1983),Proposition 11.
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TABLE 1.

Example Incentive Problem

Manager's Probability of Outcome Expected

Level of Effort no profit $100M profit $500M profit Gross Profit

shirk 30% 55% 15% $130M

honest effort 10% 75% 15% $150M

beyond the call 1% 90% 9% $135M

extraordinary profits is also reduced. This might be because the manager is exerting such

control over the finn that little is left to chance: ordinary profits become the most likely

outcome. From Table 1, the highest expected profits for the firm occurs when the manager

makes an honest effort. Therefore, the owner wishes to induce the manager to make an

honest effort.

Now, a utility function is assumed for the manager:

u(a,p) = I+ 2-va - a(l + 5~)

where a = I for "shirk", 2 for "honest effort", 3 for "beyond the call" and p is the

payment to the manager in millions of dollars. This utility function is contrived to meet the

condition of Proposition 6 as well as the requirements of Assumption 1 for p > 0.60 The

condition of Proposition 3 holds for action a' = 2.61 Note that utility increases with p and

60The action set is A = (1,2,3). Let w(P) =-I - ;p' k(a) =a, g(a) =j(k(a» = 1 + 2-Vk(a),and

p E (0,00). Then u(a,p) =g(a) + k(a)w(p) =1 + 2~ - a( I + ;p). Assumption 1(1) is met since

k(a) =a > O. Assumption 1(2) is met since w"(P) = -~-3 < O. Assumption 1(3) is met since

_,_ _,_ -a l -aZ
aZ > a l > 0 implies that 2" a1 - a1 > 2" aZ- aZand 5P > 5p for all p > O. Summing these

inequalitiesand adding 1 yields u(al ,p) > u(aZ'p) forall p > O. The condition of Proposition 6 is met

since f'(k(a» =-~k(af3/2 < O.

61 _r:: _/- _/-
Proposition 3 holds for a1 = 1, QZ = 3, and 2-2'12 < d < 2" 2 - 2" 3.
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TABLE 2.

Solution to the Example Incentive Problem

Outcome Expected

no profit $100M profit $500M profit Payment

I Payment $66,000 $1,570,000 $3,000,000 $1,634,100

Manager's Manager's Utility for Expected

Level of Effort no profit $lOOM profit $500M profit Utility

shirk -1.030 1.873 1.933 1.011

honest effort -4.232 1.574 1.695 1.011

beyond the call -7.627 1.082 1.264 1.011

since a dominates 2-fa, utility decreases with a. Thus higher a can be interpreted as less

desirable action or more effort. The reservation utility for the manager is zero.

Providing incentives for the manager to choose to make an honest effort proves to be

difficult. If a high payment is made for the $ 100M outcome, the manager will prefer to

work beyond the call since that improves the chances of receiving that high payment.

Similarly, if a high payment is made for no profit or the $500M outcome, the manager will

prefer to shirk. What's an owner to do?

The solution to this incentive problem, shown in Table 2, is to pay the manager $66K if

the finn produces no profit, $1.57M if the finn produces the $l00M outcome and $3M if

the firm produces the $500M outcome.62 This solution results in the manager receiving an

expected payment of $1.634M and an expected utility of approximately one. Since this

expected utility is more than the manager's reservation utility, the manager is overpaid.

62Since it is known that thereare two binding incentive constraintsin the solution, the problemcan be

laboriously solved usingLagrangean multipliers and assuming that the participation constraint is not

binding.
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This solution globally solves the incentive problem since the expected payment to the

manager is less than the expected increase in profits. That is, enticing the manager to make

an honest effort rather than working beyond the call or shirking results in at least $5M of

additional expected gross profit ($l50M versus $130M and $135M). This amount is more

than the expected payment to the manager. Thus, it makes sense to overpay the manager

because the overpayment is less then the increased profits resulting from the improved

incentives.

In the solution, the manager is indifferent among the three actions.63 That this should be

so is proved by Proposition 3. This is the source of the incentive problem. It is impossible

to decrease the incentive scheme without the manager's preferences shifting towards either

shirking or working beyond the call. Either of these actions results in lower expected profit

to the owner. The owner must award excess pay to solve the incentive problem and entice

the manager to make an honest effort. If the incentive problem did not exist, the manager

would be willing to accept a fixed sum of $141K and still make an honest effort. That is, a

payment of $141K gives the manager a utility of zero when the manager makes an honest

effort. The difference of $1.493M is required to solve the incentive problem-it is not

compensation for the manager's effort. This additional payment gives the manager excess

utility beyond what the manager would be willing to accept. Therefore the manager is

overpaid.

How likely is it that this kind of case would actually occur? In the example, even given

the contrived utility function, a specific arrangement of the probability function 7t(a) is

required to achieve the result of a non-binding participation constraint. With slight changes

in 7t(a), the participation constraint becomes binding. The solution to the example is

63 Whencarried to fourdecimal places, thesolution presented results in the agent strictlypreferring to

makean honesteffortover shirkingand working beyond thecall. This is a resultof rounding errors.The

exact solution where the manager is indifferent among the threeactions is only slightlydifferent.
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particularly sensitive to the probability that no profit will occur when the manager works

beyond the call. Changing this probability from I% to 3% will result in a binding

participation constraint. Therefore, for the participation constraint to be non-binding, there

are additional necessary conditions resulting from the form of n(a). Unfortunately, these

conditions cannot be solved analytically. It is clear that as a minimum requirement for a

non-binding participation constraint, the probability of any outcome cannot achieve a

maximum or minimum with the optimal action. Otherwise, the principal could either

arbitrarily reward or penalize that outcome to induce the agent to choose the optimal action.

Further, the example suggests that the change of the outcome variance with effort may be a

factor in a non-binding participation constraint. In the example, as the effort increases, the

variance of the outcome is reduced.

Summary

The analysis in this chapter has provided insights into the conditions required for the

participation constraint to be binding or non-binding. Significantly, Proposition 5 shows

that if the agent exhibits non-increasing risk aversion towards action then the participation

constraint will always be binding. The cases of a binding participation constraint previously

proven by Grossman and Hart (1983), those of multiplicatively and additively separable

utility functions, are simply a subset of this more general class of utility functions.

Non-increasing risk aversion towards action is a plausible description of behavior since

it is an extension of the accepted concept of non-increasing risk aversion towards wealth.

The economic meaning is that at higher wealth levels, economic agents are less or equally

risk averse. In other words, agents are more or equally likely to take gambles if they have

more to play with. This is a natural assumption. Since non-increasing risk aversion

towards action is plausible, Proposition 5 suggests that under reasonable assumptions, the

participation constraint will always be binding.
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The striking result of Proposition 3 is that if the participation constraint is non-binding,

the agent will be indifferent not only to a more desirable action but to a less desirable action

as well. In other words, a non-binding participation constraint results from difficulty in

keeping the agent from working too hard. This indicates that a non-binding participation

constraint may indeed be pathological.

Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 show that both the form of the utility function and the

outcome probability distribution function affect the participation constraint. Although this

chapter has analyzed the effects of the utility function on the participation constraint, it has

fallen short in analyzing the effects of the outcome probability distribution. To explore the

effects of the outcome probability distribution, a technique other than analysis is required.

Suppose that an assumption is made about the outcome probability distribution function

n(a). Then a computer can be used to generate an outcome probability distribution, solve

the principal-agent problem, and determine if the participation constraint is non-binding in

the solution. In this way, the likelihood that the participation constraint in general is binding

can be deduced. The next chapter presents a computer simulation model which allows for

performing such tests and examines the results under the assumption that all outcome

probability distributions are equally likely to occur.
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CHAPTER 4.

INCENTIVE CONSTRAINT SET SIMULATION

The example in Chapter 3 illustrates that it is certainly possible for the participation

constraint to be non-binding in the solution to the principal-agent problem. Whether it is

likely to be non-binding is an entirely different matter. A contorted arrangement of the

probability distribution was required to produce the example. Even slight changes to that

probability distribution cause the incentive constraint set to become unbounded and thus for

the participation constraint to be binding (as a result of Proposition 2). Thus it seems that

the example may be pathological and not representative of what can be expected in the

solution to the principal-agent problem. If cases like the example are the exception rather

than the rule, then in general the participation constraint will be binding rather than non

binding. This chapter explores the question of whether the conditions required to produce a

non-binding participation constraint are likely to actually occur and thus whether cases like

the example are general or exceptional.

As was shown by Proposition 2 in Chapter 3, a non-binding participation constraint

requires that the incentive constraint set be both non-empty and bounded. It was further

shown by Proposition 3 and Proposition 5 that a non-empty and bounded incentive

constraint set requires that the agent not exhibit non-increasing risk aversion towards

action. 64 Although non-increasing risk aversion towards action is necessary, it is not

sufficient for the incentive constraint set to be non-empty and bounded. An incentive

constraint set is a function not only of the utility function but of the outcome probability

distribution as well. Given that the utility function exhibits the needed risk aversion, it is

64Note that the opposite of "non-increasing risk aversion towards action" is that increasing risk aversion

is exhibited over some range of action and payment. This is not the same as increasing risk aversion

towards action, which means that increasing risk aversion is exhibited over all actions and payment.
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still necessary that the outcomeprobability distribution exhibits certain properties for the

incentiveconstraint set to be non-empty and bounded. For example, if all outcomesare

equally likely regardless of the action, then all incentiveconstraintsets will be empty except

for the one associated with the most desirableaction.

Consider the set of all possibleoutcomeprobability distributions. When combinedwith

a given utilityfunction, each of these probability distributions produces an incentive

constraint set that must be empty, unbounded, or non-empty and bounded.The

distributions that result in empty incentive constraintsets can be ignored since such actions

are infeasibleand thus will not be the solution to the principal-agent problem. Of the

distributions that result in a non-empty and bounded constraintset, some (perhaps all) will

result in a non-binding participation constraintin the solution to the principal-agent

problem. Conversely, those distributions that result in an unbounded incentiveconstraint

set must result in a binding participation constraint. (Theserelationships are illustrated in

Figure 11, Chapter 3.)

Now assume any given probability distribution is just as likely to occur as another.

Then by comparing the numberof occurrences of unbounded and non-empty bounded

constraintsets, the likelihood that the participation constraintwill be bindingcan be

deduced. If the numberof unbounded constraint sets compared to non-emptybounded

constraint sets is large, then the numberof binding participation constraintsmust be at least

as large. Equivalently, if the numberof non-empty boundedconstraint sets is small

compared to the numberof unbounded constraint sets, then the number of non-binding

participation constraints is at least as small. On the other hand, if the numberof non-empty,

bounded constraint sets is large, little knowledge will have beengained since the condition

that the incentive constraint set be non-empty and boundedis necessary but not sufficient to

deduce a binding participation constraint.
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Of course it is not necessary to test all possible probability distributions to accurately

determine the most likely outcome. By randomly selecting probability distributions and

testing if the associated incentive constraint is empty, unbounded, or non-empty and

bounded, the relatively likelihood of each of the three types of incentive constraint sets can

be estimated. This estimate can be made as accurate as desired by testing a large number of

such random probability distributions.

A computer provides a way to test the boundedness of incentive constraint sets. Since

an incentive constraint set consists of linear constraints, a finite set of actions will result in a

set of constraints which is identical to that which results in a linear programming problem.

Software that is used to solve linear programming problems also tests if the problem is

feasible (the incentive constraint set is non-empty), unbounded (the incentive constraint set

is unbounded) or solvable (the incentive constraint set is non-empty and bounded). Thus

by using a linear programming software package to "solve" a linear programming problem

based on the constraints which form the incentive constraint set, the attributes of the

incentive constraint set will be produced as a byproduct. Then the incentive constraint set

can be easily categorized as being empty, unbounded, or non-empty and bounded.

A computer also provides for a way to generate random numbers which can be used to

produce random probability distributions.f Then a computer simulation model randomly

generates outcome probability distributions from which an incentive constraint set is

calculated and tested for boundedness. A large number of iterations produces the required

number of test cases to accurately estimate the likelihood that an incentive constraint set is

empty, unbounded, or non-empty and bounded.

As has been noted, an incentive constraint set is a function both of the utility function as

well as the outcome probability distribution. Therefore, simulating incentive constraint sets

65Technically, the "random" numbers produced bya computer are pseudorandom since thecomputer isa

deterministic process.
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on a computer requires a specification of a utility function as well as a method for

generating random n-variable probability distributions. The next two sections deal with

these technical problems.

Specification of an Increasingly Risk Averse Utility Function

Proposition 6 provides the specification of a convenient utility function to use for the

simulation. Recall that for the participation constraint to be binding, the utility function

must meet the condition of Proposition 3 for the optimal action. By specifying a utility

function which meets the condition of Proposition 3 for every action, then every incentive

constraint set has the possibility to be bounded. Consider a set of m actions,

A = {a I,a2, ...a
m

I ai > 0 for i= 1,... ,m}, and a utility function of the form

u(a,v) =f(a) + av where a E A andf:~-?~ is twice differentiable such thatf" < O.

Then from Proposition 6, this utility function meets the condition of Proposition 3 at every

action. It is now verified that this utility function meets the requirements of the assumptions

of the model. Since A is finite, A is compact. With g(a) =f(a) and k(a) =a > 0,

Assumption 1(1) is met. 66 By letting sup V = min {-f'(a) I a E A}, the condition of

Assumption 1(3) is met. To prove this, let al'a2 E A,Pl'P2 E P, and assume that

u(al'P l ) ~ u(a2,P l )' By writing VI =W(Pl) < sup V and v2 =W(P2) < sup V, this is

equivalent to

Applying Taylor's theorem to calculate r(c.) fromf(a2) and noting thatf" < 0 yields

Combining (34) and (35) yields

66Nole thatg(a) and k(a) are continuous sinceall functions of a finite set are continuous.
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which since vI < sup V::; -j'(a2) can only be true if a2 ~ a 1.67 Since

v2 < sup V::; -f'(al) and a 2 - at ~ 0, then

Applying Taylor's theorem to calculatef(~) fromfCat) yields

Finally, combining (36) and (37) yields feat) + at V2 ~f(a2) + a2v2 which is equivalent

to u(al'P2) ~ u(a2,P2)' This proves that Assumption 1(3) is met.

The next step is to select the functionf(a). A functional form which solves the

differential inequality f"(a) < 0 isf(a) = ex + paY where p> 0 and 0 < Y< 1.68

Then f"(a) = y[Y - 1]pd'(-2 < O. Using this form off(a), the complete form of the

utility function is

(38) u(a,v) = ex + paY + av

67This further implies thatmoredesirableactionsare represented by a smallera. Equivalently, a largera

corresponds to a greater effort on the part of the agent. This is also clear from Lemma 1.

68This form of the utility function was used for the example in Chapter 3 with a =1, ~ =I, and

y=1/2. Clearly, this utility function does not encompass all possible utility functions that exhibit

increasing risk aversion towards action. For example, more terms of the form ~ay where ~ > 0 and

0< y < 1 can be added and still have!"(a) < O. Indeed, far more complicated utiolity functions are

possible.The question then arises as to whether this utility function is robust enough to make conclusions

from the simulation. The discussion in Simulation Results section, below, suggests that a more general

utility function will not change the conclusions of the simulation.
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Since increasing affine transformations of expected utility functions do not change the

implied behavioral characteristics, the parameter a is superfluous and the set of actions can

be scaled so that max A = 1.69 By rewriting p, all utility functions of the form (38) can be

represented as

(39) u(a,v) =(_t_\y + av
1-t[

where t = P/(l + P) which implies that 0 < 't < 1. The utility function then has two

parameters, 't and y, both of which lie between zero and one. Further, the scaled set of

actions also lies between zero and one. This form of the utility function, which is the same

as that illustrated in Figure 10 of Chapter 3, is very easily handled for computer simulation

purposes.

Now consider the set of actions, A. Since A is compact, A is bounded. From the

transformation of the utility function in (39), max A = 1. Therefore the boundedness of A

depends only on the minimum value of a. Therefore by letting 0 = min A > 0, the set of

actions is characterized by the the parameter 8.

The final step is to calculate the value of sup V. Sincej" < 0, then!' decreases with

a. Therefore the maximum value off' occurs at min A and so the minimum value of-f'

also occurs at minA. Thus min {-/'(a)laE A} =-j'(minA). Then

(40) sup V = min {-f '(a) I a E A} = - / ' (m inA) = - (~}OY-l
1 - 't

The combined specification of (39) and (40) completely defines the utility function for

purposes of testing incentive constraint set boundedness. Since the objective function in (4)

is not actually solved, a specification of the function h(v) and thus ro(p) is unneeded.

69That is, define an increasing affine transfonnatiou cp(u) = (u - a)/max A.
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FIGURE 12. Random Division of an Interval

Selecting a Random Probability Distribution

To construct an incentive constraint set requires a probability distribution over the different

possible outcomes. Since there are a finite number of possible outcomes, n, such a

probability distribution will be discrete. For simulation purposes, a random probability

distribution is selected from the set of all possible probability distributions. The problem of

selecting such a random n-variable probability distribution is to select a random point from

the unit simplex of n-space. This is a well known problem of order statistics and is

accomplished by randomly dividing the interval [0,1]. Let tl'".,tn_1 be random variables

from the uniform [0,1] distribution ordered so that t l ~ ... ~ tn_I' Define to = °and

tn = 1. Let 1tj = t j - ti_! for i = l, ....n. Then the variables 1tl' ... ,1tn will be uniformly

distributed over the unit simplex { S E ~ n I S j ~ 0,L i~ I S j = 1 } .70 This construction is

illustrated in Figure 12. The variables 1tl' ... ,1tn will then be a probability distribution

randomly selected from the set of all n-variable discrete probability distributions. Since the

computer has available a random number generator which generates random numbers from

the uniform [0, I] distribution, generating random points uniformly distributed over an

n-variable unit simplex is a straightforward application of the above method.7l

70See Devroye (1985)p. 207 for a proofof thisand David(1981)pp. 98-102for additional discussions

concerning the random divisionof an interval,

7l The computerroutine usedfor generating random numbers fromthe uniform [0,1] distribution is the

FORTRAN callableroutine DRNUN (IMSL, Inc. 1989b).
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Simulation Method

Given a set of actions, a utility function, an outcome probability distribution,' and an action

to be implemented, an incentive constraint is generated. This incentive constraint constraint

set is then tested to determine if it is empty, unbounded, or non-empty and bounded. By

selecting a random action to be implemented and a random outcome probability

distribution, the simulation model is defined by the attributes of the set of actions and the

utility function. Based on the specification of the utility function in (39), the simulation

model is determined by the following five parameters:

m the number of actions in the set of actions where m ~ 3.72

n the number of possible outcomes where n ~ 3.73

't the multiplicative parameter of the utility function where 0 < 't < 1.

Y the exponential parameter of the utility function where 0 < y < 1.

o the lower bound on the set of actions where 0 < B< 1.

Given these parameters, an incentive constraint set is generated and tested for boundedness

as follows:

1. Randomly choose m distinct actions, al, ...,a
m

, from the interval [8,1] such that

a 1 = B and am = I.

2. Generate a random probability distribution for each of the m actions over the n

outcomes, 1t 1(a .),...,1t (a.) for j = I, ....m. This is an mx n matrix of probabilities
J n J

such that for eachj, ".n l 1t.(a .) = 1. The random probability distributions areL.J1= I J

generated by randomly dividing the unit interval.

72From Corollary 2 to Proposition 3, m < 3 implies that the participation constraint will always be

binding and so there is no need to simulate these cases.

73From Grossman and Hart (1983), Proposition 11, n < 3 implies that the participation constraint will

always be binding and so there is no need to simulate these cases.
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3. Pick a random action a
k

to be implemented and generate the incentive constraint set

for that action, V/a/ From (5), with m actions and n outcomes and using the form

of the utility function specified in (27), this constraint set consists of m - 1

constraints linear in vl' ...,vn as foIlows:74

nfr [ak1Ci(ak) - ali(a)]vi + (I : 1:Jay - aJ) ~ 0
for j = I, ... ,m

4. Use linear programming software to minimize a dummy linear objective function,

'¥ = ~ .n 11C .(a
k
)v ., over vI ,... v subject to the above linear constraints and£.J1= 1 I n

v. ::; sup V.75 The upper bound, sup V, is calculated from (25). The results of the
I

linear programming problem indicates if the incentive constraint set is empty,

unbounded, or non-empty and bounded.

The five parameters of the model are varied individually to determine the effect on the

incentive constraint sets. For each set of parameters, 6,000 incentive constraint sets are

generated and tested. The computer program used to perform the simulations is listed in the

Appendix.

Simulation Results

Table 3 through Table 8 tabulate the results of the simulation for various parameters of the

model. In general, regardless of the variation of the parameters of the model, the number of

occurrences of non-empty, bounded constraint sets is very small compared to the number

74From (5), m actions implies m constraints, but the constraint where j = k will always be an identity

and so there are only m - 1 actual constraints.

75The linear programming software package that is used is the FORTRAN callable routine DDLPRS

(IMSL, Inc. 1989a)
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of occurrences of unbounded constraint sets. The case which produced the highest

likelihood of a bounded constraint set resulted in only 3.8% of all non-empty constraint

sets being bounded (Table 8-'t = 0.5, 'Y = 0.5, 0 = 0.5, n = 3, m = 24).76 Generally

the number of occurrences of non-empty, bounded constraint sets was far less than this,

falling to zero in many cases. From this it can be concluded that non-empty, bounded

incentive constraint sets are unlikely to occur. Incentive constraint sets are most likely to be

either empty or unbounded. Therefore, since a bounded constraint set is necessary for the

participation constraint to be non-binding, it can be concluded that the participation

constraint will be binding in nearly all cases. It is only a rare combination of events that

result in the participation constraint being non-binding. Thus, cases like the example in

Chapter 3 are an anomaly.

Table 3 and Table 4 tabulate the results of varying the two utility function parameters, 't

and y. As a glance at these two tables reveals, these utility function parameters have no

effect whatsoever on the number of empty, unbounded, and non-empty, bounded

constraint sets that are produced. This means that if the utility function is of the form in

(38), the participation constraint is independent of the utility function. The utility function

specified in (38) is fairly limited and so it may be that the participation constraint would not

be independent of a more general utility function. However, the key condition of the non

binding participation constraint, the change of risk aversion, changes with the parameter y,

and changing this parameter has no effect on the simulation results. This suggests that a

more general utility function, with a different variation of risk aversion, also will not

76Recall that empty constraint setsproduce infeasible actions and thuswill notappearin thesolution to

the principal agentproblem. Thus when considering theprobability thata non-empty, bounded constraint

set willoccur, thenumber of occurrences of bounded constraint sets is compared to the total number of

occurrences of non-empty constraint sets, that is, thesum of the number of unbounded and non-empty,

bounded incentive constraint sets.
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TABLE 3.

Incentive Constraint Set Boundedness by 'tt

't Empty Unbounded Bounded
Constraint Sets Constraint Sets Constraint Sets

0.01 1,457 4,531 12

0.10 1,452 4,532 16

0.30 1,442 4,543 15

0.50 1,509 4,470 21

0.70 1,447 4,531 22

0.90 1,470 4,515 15

0.99 1,516 4,464 20

tn =4, m = 6, Y= 0.5, () = 0.5

TABLE 4.

Incentive Constraint Set Boundedness by yt

y Empty Unbounded Bounded
Constraint Sets Constraint Sets Constraint Sets

0.01 1,394 4,581 25

0.10 1,452 4,527 21

0.30 1,456 4,524 20

0.50 1,509 4,470 21

0.70 1,458 4,516 26

0.90 1,443 4,537 20

0.99 1,409 4,579 12
t n = 4, m = 6, t = 0.5, () = 0.5

change the simulation results. Though not proved conclusively, it can be surmised that the

form of the utility function is not critical to the participation constraint, only the direction of

change of risk aversion matters. As long as the utility function exhibits some increasing

risk aversion towards action, the degree of that increasing risk aversion does not affect the

participation constraint.
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TABLE 5.

Incentive Constraint Set Boundedness by 8t

8 Empty Unbounded Bounded
Constraint Sets Constraint Sets Constraint Sets

0.01 4,852 1,148 0

0.10 3,383 2,616 1

0.30 2,145 3,841 14

0.50 1,509 4,470 21

0.70 972 4,986 42

0.90 659 5,276 65

0.99 534 5,397 69

tn = 4, m = 6. 't = 0.5, Y= 0.5

The reason for this is because of the way increasing risk aversion affects the

participation constraint. The participation constraint can be non-binding in the case of

increasing risk aversion because the principal must pay more to shift the agent's

preferences towards more effort. This higher pay can result in utility higher than the

reservation utility. In the case of a non-increasing risk aversion, the principal can

accomplish the same shift in preferences with lowerpay. The important thing is direction of

the preference shift, not the degree of the shift. More risk aversion, that is, a greater shift of

preferences towards higher effort, decreases the amount of the pay increase required for the

same shift in preferences. Since the simulation model does not consider the magnitude of

the reservation utility, only the possibility that at some level of reservation utility the

participation constraint will be binding, the amount of the pay increase does not matter.

Table 5 tabulates the results of changing the minimum action, the parameter 8. It is clear

that this parameter has an effect on the boundedness of the incentive constraint set. As 8

approaches unity, the number of empty constraint sets falls and the number of both

unbounded incentive constraint sets and non-empty, bounded incentive constraint sets

rises. On the other hand, as 0 approaches zero, it becomes more likely that the incentive
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FIGURE 13. Non-Empty Incentive Constraint Sets by IS

constraint set is empty. Even as 8becomes very close to unity, the number of non-empty,

bounded constraint sets is still extremely small (no more than 1.3% of the feasible

constraint sets). Note that if the bounds on k(a) become zero, then the utility function will

be additively separable and the incentive constraint set cannot be non-empty and bounded.

Since an empty incentive constraint implies that the action is infeasible but an

unbounded or bounded constraint set implies that the action is feasible, this means that it is

more likely that the incentive constraint set is feasible as the bounds on the function k(a) are

small and infeasible as the bounds on the function k(a) are large. This result is illustrated in

Figure 13. Since k(a) =du(a,v)/dv, this means that as the variation of the agent's marginal

utility of payment by action becomes small, actions are more likely to be implementable.

Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 tabulates the results of varying the number of outcomes

and the number of actions, the parameters n and m. The conclusion that can be reached

from this data is that the likelihood that the incentive constraint set will be unbounded, and
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thus that the participation constraint will be non-binding, increases rapidly as the number of

outcomes increases. This is illustrated in Figure 14. This result is to be expected since as

the number of outcomes increases, the principal has more "degrees of freedom" in

specifying an incentive scheme. Which a larger opportunity to produce an incentive

scheme, the principal is more likely not only to be able to implement an action (that is, the

incentive constraint set is non-empty) but to implement that action in a low cost way (the

incentive constraint set is unbounded). The likelihood that an incentive constraint set will be

bounded falls very rapidly as the number of outcomes increases beyond 3. This is

illustrated in Figure 15. Therefore, in a principal-agent problem with a large number of

possible outcomes, it is very likely that the participation constraint will be binding.

On the other hand, as the number of actions available to the agent, m, increases, the

likelihood of a non-empty and bounded incentive constraint set, and thus a binding

participation constraint, increases, especially for small numbers of outcomes. This is

shown in Figure 15 for an action set of from 3 to 24 actions. Beyond 24 actions, the

simulation model becomes computationally intensive and so it was not possible to simulate

these cases, but in looking at Figure 14, it appears that the effect of an increased number of

actions is slowing as the number of actions increases. To produce a possibility of a

bounded constraint set of a significant amount, say above 10%, would require a large

number of possible actions with a small number of of possible outcomes. This is in

addition to having a utility function that is increasingly risk averse towards action. These

are very special conditions that are highly unrealistic. Finally, a bounded incentive

constraint set is necessary but not sufficient for a non-binding participation constraint. Thus

even if these special conditions are met, there is still no guarantee that the participation

constraint will be non-binding. Therefore, a non-binding participation constraint is a very

unusual, indeed pathological, solution to a principal-agent problem.



TABLE 6.

Empty Incentive Constraint Sets by nand mt

Number of Numberof Outcomes (n)

Actions (m) 3 4 5 6 7

3 1,037 535 273 146 62

6 1,695 964 548 312 158

10 2,334 1,509 831 516 286

15 2,918 1,892 1,257 754 457

24 3,537 2,551 1,654 1,061 691
t t = 0.5, Y= 0.5, 5 = 0.5

TABLE 7.

Unbounded Incentive Constraint Sets by nand mt

Number of Numberof Outcomes (n)

Actions (m) 3 4 5 6 7

3 4,956 5,465 5,727 5,854 5,938

6 4,273 5,028 5,451 5,688 5,842

10 3,603 4,470 5,167 5,484 5,714

15 2,990 4,069 4,737 5,242 5,542

24 2,373 3,404 4,327 4,935 5,306
t r = 0.5, Y= 0.5, 5 = 0.5

TABLE 8.

Bounded Incentive Constraint Sets by nand mt

Number of Numberof Outcomes (n)

Actions (m) 3 4 5 6 7

3 7 0 0 0 0

6 32 8 1 0 0

10 63 21 2 0 0

15 92 39 6 4 1

24 90 45 19 4 3
t't = 0.5, y = 0.5, 0 = 0.5
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FIGURE 14. Unbounded Incentive Constraint Sets by nand m
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FIGURE 15. Non-empty, Bounded Incentive Constraint Sets by nand m
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Summary

The analysis in Chapter 3 showed that for the participation constraint to be non-binding, the

incentive constraint set must be both non-empty and bounded. Further, the agent's utility

function must not exhibit non-increasing risk aversion towards action. This chapter

simulated incentive constraint sets using a utility function with increasing risk aversion

towards action and selecting outcome probability distributions randomly from the set of all

possible outcome probability distributions.

The major result is that the participation constraint will be non-binding in only a small

number of cases, less than 4% for any combination of parameters tested. This is true even

with varying the parameters of the utility function over a wide range and suggests that the

result is independent of the form of the utility function, as long as the utility function

exhibits increasing risk aversion towards action.

Only when the number of actions available to the agent is large and the number of

outcomes on which to base an incentive scheme is small is there more than a remote chance

that the participation constraint will be non-binding. This means that even though it is

possible for the participation constraint to be non-binding, it is very unlikely for it to occur

except under very unusual circumstances. Practically, the principal nearly always has

available an incentive scheme that will induce the agent to take the optimal action and yet

pay the agent only the reservation utility.
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSION

Agency theoryunderlies muchof the current economic research on organizational theory

and the theoryof the finn. As such, understanding agencyis an important component to

understanding a widevarietyof economic issues. Thisdissertation examined one aspectof

agency, the participation constraint. A binding participation constraint means that the agent

receives exactlythe reservation utility whereas a non-binding participation constraint means

that theagentreceives more thanthereservation utility. This dissertation examined the

conditions which result in a binding or non-binding participation constraint.

The majoranalytical resultof Chapter 3 is that if theagentexhibits non-increasing risk

aversion towards action, then the participation constraint will always be binding. This is an

important result sincenon-increasing risk aversion is widely accepted as a plausible

behavioral assumption. In addition, Chapter3 showed that non-increasing risk aversion

towards action subsumes utility functions which are multiplicatively or additively separable

in action and payment. This generalizes the resultof Grossman and Hart (1983), that

multiplicatively or additively separable utility functions always result in a binding

participation constraint. Multiplicatively andadditively separable utility functions are a

subsetof a more general class of utility functions, those whichexhibitnon-increasing risk

aversion towards action, which always result in a binding participation constraint.

The computersimulation of Chapter4 shows thateven when theagentdoes notexhibit

non-increasing risk aversion towards action, it is very likelythat the participation constraint

will still be binding. In particular, the participation constraint was binding more than 96%

of the time for any combination of parameters tested. In this way, a non-binding

participation constraint is akin to theGiffin good-theoretically possible but notpractically

probable. Thus in a principal-agent problem, theoptimal incentive scheme will generally
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result in a bindingparticipation constraint. That is, the agentwill receivethe reservation

utility in nearly all cases.

A non-binding participation constraint is the underlying justification for the shirking

model of efficiency wage theory. If it is efficient for an employer to pay an employee more

than marketwage, it must be impossible for the employer to find an incentive scheme that

keeps the agentfrom shirking at a lower utility level. But since the participation constraint

is usually binding, and always binding if the agent has non-increasing risk aversion, then

there will generally be an incentive scheme that allows the employer to pay less and still

elicit the same behavior from the employee. Thus in the search for microeconomic

underpinnings to theefficientwagetheory, principal-agent theorycastsdoubt on the

validityof the shirkingmodelof efficient wages.

Similarly, principal-agent theory cannotprovide microeconomic underpinnings for the

apparentlyhigh wagesof business executives. There are no appeals to efficiency that can

explainoverpayment of suchexecutives. Therewillgenerally be compensation schemes

that elicit optimaleffort from executives without resulting in excesspayment. This suggests

that executiveovercompensation is a phenomenon of poorlydesign incentive schemes.

There is a caveat here.As pointed out in Chapter1, there is a serious deficiency in

principal-agent theory since the predictions of the theoryare notmanifested in real-world

contracts. If agency costs are that which contracts minimize, then thismeans that some

agencycosts are beingomittedfromthe principal-agent theory. The likelycandidates for

such neglected agency costs are the costs of gathering information, processing information,

and structuring contracts.

The optimal solution to a principal-agent problem presupposes much knowledge on the

part of the principal. The principal mustknow precisely all possiblestatesof nature, the

effectsof the state of nature on outcome, all possible actions theagentcan take, theeffects

of each of these actionson the outcome, and the agent's utility function. Only with this
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information can theprincipal specify theoptimal incentive scheme. Clearly this information

is costly to gather. The principal-agent model ignores thesecosts.

There is also the problem of information processing. Without the ability to process all

therelevantinformation, it is doubtful that theprincipal will arrive at the optimal incentive

scheme. Thus,even ifall the information is available to produce an optimal incentive

scheme, thereis no guarantee that the principal willdiscover thatincentive scheme.

Finally,afterdevising an optimal incentive scheme, structuring a contract to implement

that incentive schemeis costly. The principal-agent model assumes thatcomprehensive

contracting on output is possible, that allpossible outcomes can be discerned in advance

and that the contractual responsibilities of bothpartiescan be specified in detail for each

outcome. As Williamson notes, this"assumes that the parties to a contracthave the

cognitive competence to craft contracts of unre~tricted complexity.,,77 Such a

comprehensive incentive schemerequires negotiating with the agent, explaining the

incentive scheme, agreeingto the termsand conditions, and providinga methodof

enforcement. The model also ignores thesecosts. Simplecompensation schemes, suchas

fixedwage or wage plus bonus, economize on thesecosts and so are cheaper to implement.

There is also the difficulty in observing and verifying outcome. Themodelassumes that

theoutcomecan beobserved by bothprincipal and agentand verified by a third party such

as a court.An incentive scheme basedon outcome is viableonly if the realized outcome can

be agreed upon by the principal and agentand thecontractcan be enforced. In thecaseof

executive compensation, performance measures tied to easilyobserved and verified

outcomes such as profits or stockpriceeasily implement incentive schemes. In thecase of

otheremployees, observation and verification may be difficult. Conflicts between the

principal'sand agent's viewof therealized outcome may makeany incentive scheme

77Williamson (1985) footnote, p. 28.
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nonviable. As a result, it may be necessary to pay the agenton a fixed payment scheme

which, in the absence of perfectmonitoring, will result in excessutility.

In general then,suboptimal incentive schemes which result in a non-binding

participation constraint may bepervasive. Notethat these incentive schemes are not

suboptimal when theseothercosts are included. Thisdoes not belittle the significance of

the theoretical results. Knowing that there exists an optimal incentive scheme where the

participation constraint is binding placesa measure of theefficiency on actual incentive

schemes. Calculating the degree by which an incentive scheme deviates from theoptimal

case provides a measure of the sub-optimality.

This has important applications in thearea of standard contracts. Standard contracts are

a way to economize on the costsof structuring contracts by resorting to contracts which are

generally understood by all parties. For example, manyaspects of the employment contract

have become partof common law. The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) hascodified

many more standard contracts. Since the participation constraint is almostalways binding

in an optimal contract, additional research may provide waysto devise new standard

contracts which approach thisoptimal contract. The characteristics of the optimal contract

providea benchmark to measure theoptimality of suchstandard contracts.

Clearly, to morefully understand the nature of contracts requires additional work on the

principal-agent problem. Ways to introduce all thepertinent costs into the model need to be

explored to enhance thepredictive powerof the model. The areaof executive compensation

is particularly fertile for this type of research. There is not only theproblem of explaining

the manytypesof executive incentive schemes thatare observed, but through further

understanding of agency, thereis a need tocreatenewincentive schemes that ameliorate the

agencyproblem.

One wayof introducing morerealisminto theprincipal-agent problem is by relaxing the

informational assumptions. Forexample, the principal can only guess, not know, the utility
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function of theagent. Disdaining complete knowledge and instead makingonly

rudimentary assumptions about the agent's utilityfunction (suchas risk aversion and

preferences towards paymentand leisure) maygo far in aligning principal-agent theory

with the informational realities of world and thus produce a morepowerful theory of

agency.

The revolution in the science of organizations is stillnascentand foundations are stilI

being built.The goal of this dissertation, hopefully attained, has been to add anotherbrick

to those foundations.
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APPENDIX

SIMULATION COMPUTER PROGRAM

PROGRAM GH1983

Parameters:

Revision History
28Aug91 New
270ct91 Allow random action sets

For each iteration, a random set of actions is chosen from (0,1)
and a set of random probabilities is assigned to the outcomes.
Then, for each possible action to implement, the incentive
constraint set is generated and is tested to see if it is empty,
unbounded, or bounded.

This program solves the principal-agent problem in Grossman and
Hart (1983) with a utility function of the form
u(a,v) = tau/(l-tau)*a**gamma + av where O<tau<l and O<a<l. If
O<garruna<l then f"<O, which allows for the possibility of a bounded
constraint set and thus that the agent receives more than the
reservation utility.

MVAR, NERR, NERC, MCON
MVAR=lO, NERR=9, NERC=3, MCON=MACT-l)

maximum number of actions
maximum number of results
number of error codes (+no error) from LP solver
number of categorized errors

MACT
MVAR
NERR
NERC

INTEGER MACT,
PARAMETER (MACT=30,

Each cycle input:
NITR number of iterations for this cycle
UTAU the parameter tau of utility function
UGAMMA the parameter gamma of the utility function
UAMIN the minimum value for a
NVAR number of possible outcomes (n in G&H)
NACT the number of actions to be selected from (0,1)
ISEED seed for random number generator
NPRT number of example solutions to print, -1 = print always

LOGICAL
& LPRT

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
INTEGER

& NITR, NCON, NACT, NVAR, ISEED, NPRT,
& NINP, NOUT, IPRT,
& ITR, IACT, I, J, lA,
& IRTYPE(MCON), IERR, IERAC(NERR), IERCON,
& ISIUB(MACT,NERC), ITOTL

C
DOUBLE PRECISION

& UGCAL, UGCALP,
& UTAU, UBETA, UGAMMA, UAMIN, UAMAX, UVU, UAD,



& PROB(MACT,MVAR),PRI(MVAR+l),PRS(MVAR),PSUM, UA(MACT),
& A (MCON, MVAR), B (MCON) , C(MVAR) ,
& XLB(MVAR), XUB(MVAR), OBJ, XSOL(MVAR), DSOL(MCON),
& XCON(MCON), BX(MCON,2), PROBX(MACT,MVAR+l)

C
EQUIVALENCE

& (BX(l,l),B), (BX(1,2),XCON),
& (PROBX(l,l),UA), (PROBX(1,2),PROB)

C
EXTERNAL

& RNSET, RNGET, DRNUN,
& UMACH, PAGE,
& DDLPRS, IERCD, ERSET,
& ISET, ISUM,
& DSET, DSCAL, IDMIN, DDOT, DSVRGN,
& WRRIN, DWRRRN

DATA IRTYPE/MCON*21
C
C define the functions g(a) and g' (a)
C

UGCAL (UAD) = UBETA*UAD**UGAMMA
UGCALP (UAD) = UGAMMA*UBETA*UAD**(UGAMMA-l.O)

C
C initialization
C

CALL UMACH (1, NINP)
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT)
CALL PAGE (-1, 130)
CALL ERSET (3, 0, -1)
CALL ERSET (4, 0, 0)
WRITE (NOUT, 904)

904 FORMAT (' Begin GR1983')
C
C get problem definition
C
7 WRITE (NOUT, 905)
905 FORMAT (III,

&' NITR, UTAU, UGAMMA, UAMIN, NVAR, NACT, ISEED, NPRT')
C

READ (NINP, *, END=999)
& NITR, UTAU, UGAMMA, UAMIN, NVAR, NACT, ISEED, NPRT
IF «(NVAR.GT.MVAR).OR.(NACT.GT.MACT» GOTO 7

C
C reset
C

CALL RNSET (ISEED)
CALL RNGET (ISEED)
UAMAX = 1.0
NCON = NACT - 1
IPRT = a
CALL ISET (NERR, 0, IERAC, 1)
CALL ISET (MACT*NERC, 0, ISIUB, 1)
IERCON = 0
CALL DSET (NVAR, 0.0, PRS, 1)
UBETA = UTAU/(1.0-UTAU)
CALL RNGET (ISEED)
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C
C calculate Vu
C

UVU = DMINl (-UGCALP (UAMIN), -UGCALP (UAMAX))
C
C iteration loop
C

DO 101 ITR=l,NITR
C
C choose random actions from the interval (UAMIN, UAMAX)
C

UA(l) = 0.0
CALL DRNUN (NACT-2, UA(2))
UA (NACT) = 1. 0
CALL DSVRGN (NACT-2, UA(2), UA(2))
CALL DSCAL (NACT, UAMAX-UAMIN, UA, 1)
CALL DADO (NACT, UAMIN, UA, 1)

C
C get a set of random points from a unit simplex
C
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C
C
C

DO 11 I=l, NACT

randomly divide the interval (0,1)

PRI(l) = 0.0
CALL DRNUN (NVAR-1, PRI(2)}
PRI(NVAR+1) = 1.0
CALL DSVRGN (NVAR-1, PRI(2), PRI(2))

C
C assign probabilities
C

DO 10 J=l, NVAR
PROB(I,J) = PRI(J+l) - PRI(J)
PRS(J) = PRS(J) + PROB(I,J)

10 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
C
C check to implement each action
C

DO 99 IACT=l,NACT
LPRT = NPRT.EQ.-l

C
C
C

C
C
C

13
C
C
C

set up the LP problem to check for bounded constraints

IA = 0
DO 15 I=l,NACT

IF (I.NE.IACT) THEN
IA = IA + 1

calculate A matrix

DO 13 J=l, NVAR
A(IA,J)= UA(IACT)*PROB(IACT,J} - UA(I)*PROB(I,J)
CONTINUE

calculate B matrix
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C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C

31

C
C
C

&

B(IA) = UGCAL (UA(I» - UGCAL (UA(IACT»
ENDIF

CONTINUE

set bounds and objective function

CALL DSET (NVAR, UVU, XUB, 1)
CALL DSET (NVAR, 1.0D30, XLB, 1)
CALL DCOPY (NVAR, PROB(IACT,l), MACT, C, 1)

call LP solver

CALL DDLPRS (NCON, NVAR, A, MCON, B, B, C,
IRTYPE, XLB, XUB, OBJ, XSOL, DSOL)

IERR = IERCD ()

accumulate error

IERAC(IERR+l) = IERAC(IERR+l) + 1
IF (IERR.EQ.3) ISIUB(IACT,l) = ISIUB(IACT,l) + 1
IF (IERR.EQ.l) ISIUB(IACT,2) = ISIUB(IACT,2) + 1
IF (IERR.EQ.O) THEN

ISIUB(IACT,3) = ISIUB(IACT,3) + 1

see if the constraints are really met

DO 31 I=l,NCON
XCON(I) = DDOT(NVAR, XSOL, 1, A(I,l), MCON) - B(I)
CONTINUE

IF (XCON(IDMIN (NCON, XCON, 1».LT.-ID-7) THEN
LPRT = .TRUE.
IERCON = IERCON + 1
ENDIF

should we print a sample?

IF (IPRT.LT.NPRT) THEN
IPRT = IPRT + 1
LPRT = .TRUE.
ENDIF

ENDIF
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C
C
C

921

&

&

let's look at it

IF (LPRT) THEN
WRITE (NOUT, 921) ITR, IACT, ISEED
FORMAT (II,' Iteration', 18, " Action', 18, " Seed', 112)
CALL DWRRRN ('Actions - probabilities',

NACT, NVAR+1, PROBX, MACT, 0)
CALL DWRRRN (' A matrix', NCON, NVAR, A, MCON, 0)
CALL DWRRRN ('B vector - constraints',

NCON, 2, BX, MCON, 0)
CALL DWRRRN ('C vector', 1, NVAR, C, 1, 0)
CALL DWRRRN ('Solution', 1, NVAR, XSOL, 1, 0)
ENDIF

C
99 CONTINUE



101 CONTINUE
C
C write results
C

WRITE (NOUT, 912)
& NITR, UTAU, UGAMMA, UAMIN, NVAR, NACT, ISEED, NPRT

912 FORMAT (III,' Iterations =', Ill,l,
& Tau =', Fll. 3, I,
& Gamma =' Fll.3,/,
& Min Action =', Fll.3,I,
& Outcomes =', Ill,l,
& Actions =' Ill,/,
& Seed =', Ill,l,
& Print =', Ill)

ITOTL ISUM(NERR, IERAC, 1)
WRITE (NOUT, 931) ITOTL,

& IERAC (4),
& IERAC (2),
& IERAC(l)-IERCON,
& IERCON,
& ITOTL - ISUM(MACT*NERC, ISIUB, 1)

931 FORMAT (II, 18, ' Total Action Checks ',I,
& 18, I Empty Constraint Sets ',I,
& 18, ' Unbounded Constraint Sets ',I,
& 18, ' Bounded Constraint Sets ',I,
& 18, ' Constraint Set Errors ',I,
& 18, ' Other Errors ')

CALL WRIRN ('Empty Constr - Unbounded - Bounded',
& NACT, NERC, ISIUB, MACT, 0)

CALL WRIRN ('LP Error Categories', I, NERR, IERAC, 1, 0)
CALL DSCAL (NVAR, 1. oI FLOAT (NACT*NITR), PRS, 1)
CALL DWRRRN ('Probability Means', 1, NVAR, PRS, 1, 0)
GOTO 7

C
999 STOP

END

99
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